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HANG GLIDING SCHOOL-STANWELL PARK
P.o. BOX 180, HELENSBURGH, N.SW AUSTRAL!A 2508 PHONE (042) 942545

INSTRUCTION:

Lessons are available 7 days a week. We will tailor a training programme to your rate
of advancement, offering a progressive and balanced approach. We use all the best tools
available. These include modern gliders with safety wheels, ground simulator, a win~h
towing system, radios and a tandem glider.

GLIDERS:

Aerial Technics are agents for both MOYES DELTA GLIDERS and ENTERPRISE
WINGS and have a full range of gliders both new and pre-flown. - so for a test fly, a great
deal and back-up service, give us a call.

ACCESSORIES:

We also have a full range of accessories and spares in stock, from harnesses (X-ACT and
POD), parachutes, Ball varios, steel carabiners, books, hand fairings and hang loops to
uprights and safety pins. We also repack parachutes.

Whether it's helping you to fly, or providing you with gliders and accessories contact Chris Boyce on (042) 942 545.

The Quick Release Tow Bridle

WA HANG GUDING TRAINING CENTRE

* Hang Gliding instruction

The Quick Release tow bridle has a stainless steel
main body which is only 37mm long x 12mm
diameter. It incorporates a shear pin, a pulley, tie off
pin for the rope and uses a webbing 2 ring release,
making it all very small and light. Another new innovation is a keel harness allowing easy set up and
adjustment. It also distributes the load over a wider
area reducing focal pressure across the keel.

Send $68 + $4p.p. - return unused within 14 days
for refund

* Tandem instruction
* Ratings
* Tandem pleasure flights - coastal or inland

*Towing Endorsements

- Hang gliding accessories - Used gliders & eguipment - Repairs - Towing bridles - Books
- Tow ropes - I-lelmets- Videos - Sun glasses - Carrabiners - Radios, UHF"& CB - Instruments

* Moyes Dealer * Enterpise Wings

Dealer * AirBorne Windsports Dealer
Contact: Mike Duffy, 32 Eton St, North Perth, W.A. 6006, Ph: (09) 4442569
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CLUBS

kysailor appears 12 times per year as a
seNice to members. For non-members
livmg in Australia the subscription is Aus. $48
pa. Overseas magazine subscription is Aus.
$65 (sent SAL). Cheques should be made
payable to and sent to HGFA
Contributions are needed. Articles,
photographs and illustrations are all acceptable
although the editor reseNes the right to edit or
delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT be
published and all contributions should be accompanied by the contributor's name, address
and HGFA number for verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume responsibility for the material or opinions presented in
Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the HGFA
Copyright in articles and other contributions is
vested in each of the authors in respect of their
contribution.

S

DEADLINE

STATE ASSOCIATIONS
For information about ratings, sites and
other local matters, contact the appropriate state association or club.
NSWHGA Inc (address for HGFA)
Sec. Ben Leonard (065) 832591
ACTHGA
PO Box 496
Manuka2603
Sec. Anthony Gerrard
(062) 822464 H

QHGA Inc
PO Box 1319
Springwood 4127
Pres. Dave Marsh
(07) 8242508 or
Pager (07) 8348858

VlcHGA
PO Box 400
Prahran 3181
Sec. John Hanna
(03) 5985835 H

HGAWA
PO Box 82
South Perth 6151
Sec. Danny Byrne
(09) 3873605

SAHGA

TasHGA
28 Benwerrin Court
Norwood 7250
Sec. Steve Richards
(003) 447101 H

15th of the month for contributions, 1 Sturt St
Adelaide 5000
market place, etc.
Sec. Rob Woodward

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are available from the
Editor. All ads must be paid in advance.
Layout, separations and extra work incur
additional cost.

HGFA ADDRESSES
All correspondence, including membership
renewals, short term memberships, rating forms
and other administrative matters should be sent
to:

(08) 2130600

Keep the articles coming!!
We will give $50 per month for the best
cover photo sent in. It can be a black and
white, colour photo or slide.

Nobby Area Sky
Sailing Club (Bris.)
Pres. Hank Van
Raalte
(075) 463021
Sec. Rolf Damm
(07) 3561546

Mid North Coast HG
Assoc (NSW)
Lee Scott
(065) 569692
Joe Scott
(065) 650042

Cairns Hang Gliding
Club (Old)
Nev Akers
(070) 512438 W
Warwick Gill
(070) 537768 H

North East Victorian
HG Club Inc
Tony Dennis
(060) 561654

lIIawarra Hang
Gliding Club Inc
Meetings: Shellharbour pub 1st Wed. of
month. Contact Harry
Docking (042)
967796 H or (042)
564388W

Capricorn Skyrlders
Club
Brian Smith
Rockhampton
(079) 287858
Shane Newell
Yeppoon
(079) 393769

Stanwell Park Club
Pres. Tony Armstrong
(042) 942584

Byron Bay H.G. Club
Pres. Ric Caster
(066) 280356
Sec. Greg Wilson
(066) 280356

Gladstone HG Club
PO Box 1290
Gladstonce 4680
Pres. Pat Purcell
(079) 721676
Sec. Sarah Clarke

Central Coast HG
Club (NSW)
Pres: Peter Hansen
(049) 712330

Northern Beaches
HG Club (Sydney)
Rowan Watkins
(02) 4282045

Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Old)
Sec. Steve Johnson
(071/074) 941867
Pres. Robert Keen
(071/074) 455642

All photos will be sent back if requested. Newcastle HG Club
Please supply a stamped, self addressed Pres. Chris Brandon
envelope for their return.
(049) 499072
Sec. Steve Rushworth

HANG GLIDING FED. OF AUSTRALIA
SPORTS HOUSE
508/161 GLOUCESTER STREET
SYDNEY 2000
Tel (02) 251 2704
PRESIDENT
Phil Mathewson
Ph (02) 5608773 AH

ADMINISTRATOR
Steve Hocking
(02) 2512704 BH

SKYSAILOR
CONTRIBUTIONS
All Skysailor contributions should be
sent to:

Marie Jeffery
PO Box 401
ALSTONVILLE 2477
Fax: (066) 281988
Ph (066) 281991 BH & AH
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Lower Blue Mts
HG Club
Pres. Garry Carr
(02) 6444249 AH
(02) 2958040 BH
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New Club
Ken/Barbara Fairbairn
(02) 5209039 W
Richard Reitzin
(02) 3651533 H

Central West HG Club
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Sec. Stuart Andrews
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Editor's Notes
Easter is with us - what is happening to this year?!! With
the fly ins, I hope you all have the opportunity to gain a
few hours airtime over the break. Last month I omitted
to give credit to our cover photographer, Andrew GrevisJames. It was an excellent quality photo and I've
received many good comments on the March cover.
Christine has joined our little Skysailor team here in
northern NSW. Although not a pilot, and please bear this
in mind when phoning, Christine will do her best to take
your ads and help with any other information. I am still
available but may not be in the office all the time.
As from the May issue, your market place ads will appear
for only 2 months instead of the current 3 month run. We
some
potential
buyers getting
rude
Not
have had
a few complaints
aboutaold
adsreception!
still in print and
much Skysailor can do unless you, the buyers and
sellers, let us know! So we'll trial a 2 month run. Many
thanks to those who have phoned in to cancel ads.
The Ladies comp has been voted as a great
success even though conditions didn't provide the best flying . While on the subject of
lady pilots, word has it from Wid gee Mountain, SE Queensland that Denise Doolan
lead the guys for most of an XC which was
her very first and a 50klm flight at that. A
top effort. Its nice to hear what the ladies
are up to out there.
Until May

Marie
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continue as before. As far as I can see
waves unassisted in the total silence this situation is only going to reoccur
Dear Editor
As an advanced pilot, I have flown which makes it such a great experience.
with more regularity if the HGFA takes
numerous sites, coastal and inland, and As you might say a purist hang glider responsibility for trikes. I for one can
have been constantly amazed by the pilot, I fail to see the relevance trikes see no advantage for the 96% or so of
variety of hand signals used to indicate have to the sport of hang gliding. I know us to have the money, time and effort of
to the pilot wind direction during the the arguments that they are good for our association being spent for what is
approach phase of landing. Some sig- towing, so are cars, winches, and other only to the benefit of a few people who
nals require the skills of a contortionist forms of ultralights etc, I can see no are commercially involved in this vento perform and signals are often the reasonable argument in their favour for ture. I am sure there are many pilots in
reverse in one area to another.
special attention. The other argument our association who feel the same and
So, hopefully, the following simple is that they are a great teaching aid. object to being railroaded into a situamethod could be adopted nationally. Well, I have had a few rides in trikes and
tion which can only cause problems in
Raise both hands and point in the direc- fail to see what being strapped into a the future. I think a question of this
tion of the wind. This doesn't require seat behind the pilot with a roaring
importance should be puttothe general
motor blasting away in your ear, zoom- membership in the form of a referendum
great athletic ability and facing the wind
makes it easy to detect change of d irec- ing through the air at 150 km per hour which could easily be done by having a
tion. Care should be taken to keep track has to do with hang gliding. Anyone voting sheet included in one of the iswishing for the real experience would be sues of "Skysailor". I am sure if a fair
of the glider if it is behind you!
a thousand times better off having a two vote was taken it would be found that
Gregory J. Holbut
up flight with a qualified instructor at a the majority of our membership would
good ridge soaring site, as the person feel that our money time and effort
Dear Marie,
is then in the actual situation as it oc~ would be better spent in the promotion
Congratulations on your efforts as the
editor of "Skysailor". You're doing a curs. I would say that out of our mem- of hang gliding not trikes.
great job, keep it up. I feel our magazine bership there might be only 3 or 4% if I would encourage other pilots who are
is essential to the sport to keep us in- that who fly trikes and most of these are unhappy and care about this situation
not much into hang gliding anymore.
formed and also as a sounding board
So, I fail to see why 96% or so of us Who to write in and express your views as
for the general membership to air their
unless you do we may be forced to
views and opinions, good or bad. Now pay of HGFA dues are being made to accept something most of us would be
contribute to something we have no
to matters at hand.
interest in. The jurisdiction for trikes has better off without.
Looking at the last issue of "Skysailor",
already once been given to the ultralight Gerry Gerus
I thought for a moment I had received association. I cannot see why it should
the wrong publication, I was under the not stay there where it belongs.
Ed's Note: Thanks for your letter Gerry,
impression that we were a hang gliding
The debate on trikes continues, see
Up here in Cairns, we have already had also the HGFA Executive meeting
magazine, not an ultralight publication.
The cover and following article on new troubles caused by an irresponsible points on this matter, I saw no reason
products was great but would have trike pilot, and had a situation where we to exclude a trike from the cover of
been more appropriate in that type of were banned from landing our hang Skysailor since they are currently part
gliders on Port Douglas beach and also of our association, as are Para gliders,
magazine rather than ours.
on one of our other beaches, which was At present, Skysailor covers depict a
I have only been flying for a few years an essential bombout for those attempthang glider for 10 issues, while 1 issue
and got into the sport because of the
ing to go north. Also, our main site was has shown a trike and 1 a Paraglider,
idea of the challenge of riding the air- in question if there were any more
hardly a case of over-portrayal of the
/
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If you are still deciding which microlight (Trike) to buy, check them all out side
by side at the NATFLY Holbrook Airshow Eastertime.
See for yourself who has

'THE EDGE' and keep your money in Australia.
April 1990 SKYSAILOR 5

Letters ... continued ...
current minority groups of our association. These pilots also pay their dues
and therefore should be entitled to
some exposure.
Dear Marie
Most of the arguments put forward by
people who want the HGFA to administer weight shift ultralights seem to
come from people who have one hand
on the king .post instead of both hands
on the base bar, where full control is
easiest to maintain.
Although its getting back in time now,
Martin Yoeman's assertion that Glider
Tugs are GFA controlled is wrong!
Glider Tugs are VH registered aircraft
and are subject to the same controls
and restrictions and maintenance
checks plus more, as are all other VH
registered aircraft and these controls
are set and checked by the CCA. So
therefore if trikes (weight shift
ultralights) are used as tugs for hang
gliders then why should the HGFA take
the responsibility for them, and not the
AUF?
People who say that trikes (weight shift
ultralights) are just hang gliders with a
power attachment are moving their one
hand rhythmically up and down their
king posts. That's about as valid as
saying a Cessna 172 with a dead donk
is a glider. Give it glides but is not in the
real sense of the word a glider. My
Buzzard with the engine off has about
the same sink rate and glide as a dead
engined 172, only a bit slower.
People who say that the Majority of trike
flying is done by hang glider people or

trainee hang gliding people are in the
same clan as the above mentioned
people. Either that or they popped their
heads inside the sail to have a look at all
the double and triple sleeving on the
trike wing and forgot to take their heads
out. Were are the stats? Who has done
a survey of trike (weight shift ultralights)
flying and trike pilots. Flimsy statements such as we have heard do not
mean much without substantiation.
Now Joey, oh dear oh me how easy it is
to pop your main mask bolt out when
you are in a radical manoeuver. You
talk about the future of hang gliding as
though you are THE SAGE of the sport.
People's ability to fly around the sky
does not come without responsibility or
cost. Whether by hang glider, ultralight
or by 747. When you use a motor on
your trike you invoke a whole lot of
different rules and regulations than
when you hang glide. I'll bet you a fly in
a light aircraft that you use your motor
more than 80% of the time. I'd say
about 97-98% in fact and perusal of
your log book would verify this. "Trike's
sink rate is perfect for gliding" end of
statement or do you mean that your
trike, like most aircraft, will glide without
power, or do you mean that you go up
with the motor and turn if off to go down.
What about straight and level? How
much gliding did you do on your trip to
Cairns? We all know that a trike wing
looks like a hang glider. So? A power
chutes wing looks like a paraglider, an
Eagle Ultralight looks like a ridged hang
glider. Just because you look like a
male doesn't mean that you are, or vice
versa, and besides its not the point,
what looks like what.

Hanging out for a fly, 1990 Nats - Corryong

Do you point out to the general public
that people die in Trikes as well as in
hang gliders, as well as in ultralights and
as well as in cars? We are not trying to
convince HGFA members that trikes are
ultralights (or micro lights as Airborne
calls them) and as such should be administered by the Australian Ultralight
Federation! !
By the way when was the last time you
did a stand up no-ground-roilianding in
your trike?
Joe, did you not try to sell your trike
recently to one of your "300" or so
people. Doesn't that make the purchaser an ultralight pilot? And yes I do
agree with you on one point being that
trikes are good for hang gliding, but it
doesn't make them hang gliders it
makes them ultralights because they
have motors and wheels and things.
The sooner the HGFA Executive faces
up to its responsibility over this matter
and holds a referendum of its members
the sooner I'll be able to shut up and go
flying in my trike or hang glider or
aeroplane or paraglider, or whatever
under whatever rules apply to
whichever craft.
Checkmate!
Glenn Wilson
Dear Ed
Please print the attached copy of a letter
recently sent to HGFA and QHGA Executives regarding the issue of
regionalization.
"Dear Sir
I write regarding the REG/ONALlZATION OF QUEENSLAND ADMINISTRATION. It has been suggested by the
current QHGA Executive that our State
should be divided into only TWO
Regions and that Central Queensland
pilots be administered from the Northern Region:
SOUTHERN - Administration based in
Brisbane
NORTHERN - Administration based in
Cairns
I CONSIDER THIS PROPOSAL EXTREMELY PREJUDICIAL TO THE IN-

This is the new way to hang
on! But I haven't quite worked
out the landings!
Come to think of it, the take
ofts are going to be tricky too!
Julius
6 SKYSAILOR April 1990

TERESTS OF ALL
QUEENSLAND PILOTS!

CENTRAL

Our interests have never been particularly well served by the Brisbane ad ministration of QHGA, largely DUE TO
THE DISTANCE FACTOR.

better known sites across Australia,
similar to "Drachenflieger". That way
pilots can build up a file of sites for when
they travel in search of the perfect thermalar soaring conditions.

Keep up the good work.
Barry LePlastrier

Attaching us to Cairns, which is considerably further away will make matters
even worse for us. Our interests and
needs will not be adequately represented by a Cairns based administration. Cairns is nearly as far away from
us as Sydney!
The geographical distribution of pilots
in Queensland clearly dictates the need
for THREE Regions: a NORTH, a
SOUTH and a CENTRAL Region extending from Mackay to Bundaberg.
The Central Region could be adequately administered from Mackay, Yeppoon,
or Gladstone, as is found appropriate.
Funding could be on a per capita basis.
This would reduce the fears of the
Cairns and Brisbane areas that the
Queensland pot would have to be
divided into three instead of two.
Please ensure Central Queensland
pilots' interests are considered on this
issue.
As there are three very distinct groupings of pilots, one at each end of the
state and one in the middle, all over 600
km apart , the ONLY PRACTICAL
proposal is for three regions in
Queensland.
Shane Newell
Yeppoon
Dear Marie
Congratulations on getting the
magazine out on time and regularly. I
feel it is important to have Skysailor
coming out monthly particularly for club
news. It gives people a chance to read
about what is happening in their area
and will encourage them to get involved
in their local club. My answer to Rob's
letter: "I do not feel that HGFA fees are
too high and would pay more if it would
guarantee regular monthly Skysai/ors".
Garry Carr 15253
Dear Marie
The magazine is excellent. The only
idea I can think of that might be helpful
is to insert some guides to some of the

The Forbes/Parkes area saw Hang Gliding National & World Records created,
broken and broken again over the last couple of months.
In rough order, here is the latest list of 1990 records that I've had to pass on for
acceptance. All are Class 1 (weight shift control) unless otherwise noted.
14.1 .90
14.1.90

20.1 .90
22.1.90
22.1.90
22.1.90
23.1 .90

24.1.90
14.2.90
15.2.90

Judy Leden
83.5km
Dogleg
(Female) British & world
A European pilot completed a 65km NOMINATED GOAL in Class 3
(Paraglider) but his barograph was faulty - NO CLAIM
Stu Cameron set a Canadian Record (dogleg, I think)
Jenny Ganderton 100.3km
Dogleg
(Female) Australian &
World
o & R Australian & World
Steve Blenkinsop 31.85kph over 100km
& R British & World
Damien Le Raux 30.2 kph over 100km
Dogleg
(Female) British & World
Judy Leden
170.0km
Triangle
(Female) Australian &
Jenny Ganderton 101 km
World and
17.5kph over 100 km Triangle (Female) Australian
& World
Judy Leden
18.0 kph over 25km Triangle (Female) British
& World
Jenny Ganderton 26.0kph over 25km Triangle (General & Female)
Australian & World
Jenny Ganderton 16.5kph over 50km Triangle (Female) Australian
& World

o

Congratulations to all pilots!! Looks like there will be a few revisions to the record
books as these claims get processed.
Don't forget: Record and Badge packages, with the relevant parts of the Sporting
Codes and Claim Forms are available from me for $10.00.
Denis Cummings, FAI Co-ordinator, 138 Lighthouse Rd , Byron Bay 2481, Ph. (066)
856287 and speak nicely to the answer phone!!!

AIRBORNE WINDSPORTS gives you

THE EDGE

Manufactured in Australia
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Entry Fee$50
Maps recommended: 1:250,000 SH 56-13 Tamworth, SH
56-14 Hastings, SI 56-1 Singleton
Parachutes are mandatory, radios are recommended
Camping fees at Delray Station, Cooplacurripa are $5 per
adult per day. All this money goes to the landowner so that
we can camp on the riverbank in the sunshine, use the cold
showers and toilets and access some ofthe best flying in New
South Wales.
This competition will qualify for National Ladder Points
8 am Friday 13/4/90 Briefing
Entrants please register by phone by 9/4/90 to Craig Worth
(065) 592713
Don't forget some provisions for Cooplacurripa - it's still a
long way to the nearest shop
See you at Coopla
Craig

2..

EUNGELLA EASTER COMPETITION
Mackay is hosting the North Queensland Games this year and
the Whitsunday Hang Gliding Club is going to run a small
competition open to Intermediate to Advanced pilots.
Dates: Easter Long Weekend
Entry fee: $10
Location: Eungella
Contact Dave Lamont, Box 6 Proserpine 4800, ph:
461157

(079)

1990 NORTH COAST REGIONALS
Get Your Ladder Points Herel
This is the first competition of our calendar flying year.
LJ Hooker Taree is now a major sponsor and this will mean
even greater prize money to attract top pilots and maximum
ladder points!
OPEN to all Advanced Pilots

PROPOSED INTERSERVICE
COMP ('91)
Could all members of the Armed Services (civilian and
military) please write to me if they are interested in flying in an
interservice competition.
Please send me your name, address, home phone number,
your work DNATS number, your rank and your hang gliding
rating.
Please send all the above info to:
Damien Virieux
1 Pearce St
Wodonga Vic 3693

I Need Your Support!!!

SUPERLEAGUE - THE WORLD SERIES
OF HANG GLIDING

Easter 13 - 16 April at Cooplacurripa
21 - 22 April in the Newcastle Area
28 - 29 April emergency weekend if required

Round 1May 12 to May 20Mid Wales
Round 2May 26 to June 3To be decided
Round 3July 14 to July 22To be decided

Hosted by Newcastle and Mid-North Coast H.G. Clubs. Organisation and scoring will be voluntary with all profits being
returned to the pilots as prize money - Top 5 in A and B grades

Matthew Whittal, Superleague Director, Superleague HO,
2 Cyprus St, Bethanol Green, London E2 ONN
Fax, Tel : 01 981 5941

The organisers will supply film from entry fees with back-up
film available at cost

"No bird soars too high if he soars with his own
wings"
quote by William Blake
submitted by Gary Moulston
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6TH HIMALAYAN HANG GLIDING
OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP
15th May to 24th May 1990
Organised by the Himachal Pradesh Tourism Development
Corporation Limited (HP TDG) you can contact their office
Ritz Annexe, Shimla-171 001, phone 3294, 8037 & 6071

1st Australian Paragliding Championships
[:;![[)::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::}::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::;;::::::::::::::::::::::l

by Ia n Ladyma n

The first Australian Paragliding Championships were held at Thredbo from
the 17th to 25th February 1990. Several
overseas pilots attended including a
team from lTV. Simon travelled from
Tasmania to unfortunately break his
arm in practice during an aborted
takeoff in a rocky high-wind area.
Day 1, 21.2.90
From the top of the chairlift we walked
for 2 hours to the summit of Mt Kosciousko for a rocky cross-wind take off
area. The landing was placed, nearby
downwind with a maxitime task. For 30
min of open window Heinz couldn't understand why no one had taken off. Ian
took the plunge for a slow flat glide out
past the landing without significant lift to
land further down the valley. Heinz
made a quick glide into the landing area
before the wind turned further "cross"
to eventually blow from behind the hill
and down the takeoff area causing impossible conditions for launch. Several
attempts were made finalising in a spectacular spill before Bill before the window was closed due to the dangerous
conditions.
Day 2, 22.2.90
A short drive towards Jindabyne lies
Clyde Ridge where a maxitime task was
set. As for all tasks during the comp,
making the landing area earnt 100
points or the centre circle a bonus 200

Cootapatamba Launch
points to earn 300 plus any time or turn
points. Missing the area altogether
scored zero for that flight. Two flights
were allowed for each round but the
second flight negated the score of the
first flight.
The launch area faced towards the landing but unfortunately the wind blew up
. the side of the ridge over trees and
across the takeoff area. Rocks, stumps
and trees made anything other than a
straight take off risky. Several pilots
decided the conditions too dangerous

Competitors

by remaining on the hill to watch some
very interesting, sometimes frightening
takeoffs. A tree landing by Bruno was
captured on film for national television.
Alison flew for 13 minutes in light variable conditions (the longest flight of the
day) but scored zero by missing the
landing area on this flight and on her
second attempt. Guenther Koch top
scored for the day with 10 min 40 and
300 landing points. Those who had not
flown witnessed one tree landing/takeoff, six slight brushes with trees,
and about five semi collapsed canopies
within 50 meters from launch. There
were many more aborted takeoffs.
Day 3, 23.2.90
This, the 1st task at Thredbo village, was
below a tailwind from across the top of
the mountain behind us. This meant
that we were launching into the bottom
of a rotor which occasionally blew up
the face of the takeoff area. The task
was to round a turn point then land In
the landing area in the shortest time.
Everybody had difficulty taking off and
fortunately the area, normally a ski run
during winter, was clear of rocks.
Takeoffs required a long fast run during
the best period of the changeable
breeze. Flight timed ranged from about
three minutes for the 1000 feet or so.
This task may have reminded pilots to
maintain a safe wing loading and not to
fly with dangerous lightly loaded wings
in an attempt for maxitime.
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The afternoon round planned for the
same day was called off by the competition committee after the pilots complained ofthe conditions. Top score of
the day went to Stuart on the last flight
from the open window.
Day 4, 24.2.90
Another walk over the back this time to
Cootapatamba to a strong wind straight
up the face. Two optional turn pOints
were set with time points only if both
turn points were made before landing.
Thierry made the full course after a very
hard earned climb back up to the landing area to top score for the day. A
visitor to the site injured his foot during
free flying after the window had closed.
Day 5, 25.2.90
The final day of competition at Thredbo
village was maxitime with a light variable
wind blowing down the valley from

Dead Horse Gap. Alison managed 8
min 6 for the longest duration but Thierrywith his 300 landing points top scored
forthe day. Two landing accidents from
dangerous attempts to land in the 300
bonus point area left Brad with a broken
wrist and Brian with a badly bruised
foot. The Europeans present said that
their rules require a safe standup landing to score points and that bad landings not only score zero but have minus
scores which subtract from your previous total.
Mark Warren from Channel 9 had filmed
and interviewed several people for a
favourable report on their sport show.
The prize giving on the balcony of the
Thredbo hotel rounded off a very friendly week in which, for the first time in
Australia, enabled all paraglider pilots to
meet each other. The sponsors and

organiser did well to keep our entire
entry and lift fees to $55 per person for
the full competition. Included were
many awards every day and even subsidised drinking on one occasion. The
hospitality of everyone at Thredbo was
delightful and made our stay very enjoyable. Our thanks must go to the Kosciousko Alpine Paragliding Club and
their Championship committee organised by Stuart Andrews who with
their enthusiasm and hard work made
this the best paragliding nationals ever
held in Austral ia. The day after the competition we had perfect face wind thermailing conditions in Thredbo to show
the weather can be good. To achieve 4
valid rounds within 5 days was a
remarkable achievement considering
the hang gliding competition is normally
over 10 days! Thank you to everyone!

Results
Name

Country

Canopy

Plac.

Thierry Barboux
David Ward-Smith
Ian Ladyman
Heinz Gloor
Guenther Kock
Hamish Robertson
Alison Syrett
Brian Webb
Rick Wilson
Francoise Semper
Brad Cootes
David De Gunzbourg
Mark Davis
Michel Moreau
Stuart Andrews
Gerrard Bosson
Ted Jenkins
Oliver Geunay
Scott Beresford
Genther Janssen
Barry Dennis
Rick Hensel
Antoine Terray
Tony Armstrong
Terry Lee
Bruno Cerletto
Ray Williams
Paul Moss
Joe Ippolito
Mark Mitsos
Rob Schroettner
Ives Gilliand
Felix Burchard

Fr
Eng
Aust
Aust
Ger
Aust
Eng
Aust
Aust
Fr
Aust
Aust
Aust
Fr
Aust
Fr
Aust
Fr
Aust
Aust
Aust
Aust
Aust
Aust
Aust
Aust
Aust
Aust
Aust
Aust
Aust
Aust
Aust

lTV Saphir
Contrail
Aerotik
lTV Saphir
Hot Dream
Aerotik
lTV Saphir
Falhawk
Apco Hilite
lTV Saphir
Skyline
lTV Meteor
Edel
(Meteor?)
Swing Orbit
lTV Saphir
(Airman?)
Fun
Hilite
Swing Orbit
Airman
Aero
lTV Meteor
Skyline
Airman
Airman
Edel
Brizair
Airman
(Edel?)
Skyline
Edel
Condor

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
29
28
30
·31
32
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Nat PI

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
21
20
22
23
24

HOW I WON THE BALLSIEST AWARD BY COMING LAST
by Avril Craighead
I went to the Australian Women's Hang
Gliding Championship more to support
Women's hang gliding in Australia and
to have a bit of fun rather than from any
real hope of coming anywhere but last.
On the 1st day (Barn Hill) I didn't fly as
it was really strong, everyone in the air
just seemed to be hovering and as it
turned out, the day had a negative
validity. The 2nd day (Barn Hill) started
a bit lighter but the wind soon picked up.
As Helen Ross got up and looked like
she was going a long way, I gave it a go.
I never found a thermal that felt useful
and as the wind just kept picking up I
eventually decided to go for a tail wind
glide over the back and did a hover
down landing. Poor Helen nearly got to
goal but once again the day was invalid.
The 3rd day was cancelled due to rain.
The 4th day (Barn Hill) I watched five
pilots bomb out and simply never
believed I'd get up but surprise surprise
I took off, turned right and started going
up. Once above the hill I started circling
and drifted over the back. The thermal
was very inconsiderate and absolutely
refused to travel along the course and
when I lost it at about 3,200 I didn't find
anything else until I was flaring the glider
to land. The recreational pilots were
incredibly cheeky as at least two of

them,
Carol
Binder
and
Sharon (sorry
Sharon, I've forgotten your last
name) had the
temerity to outfly
most of the competition pilots.
The 5th day (Barn
Hill AGAIN which
I personally was
sick of the sight
of) was soarable
but not brilliant.
Unfortunately for
Bierget Svens,
everywhere
I
went I seemed to
get in her way but
Avril Craighead - launch at Barn Hill
fortunately she is
a forgiving soul. I
were making muttering noises ab0ut
went over the back with a thermal but
carrying the gliders to the other end of
didn't get as far as I had managed with
the paddock as it had gone tail wind - a
my downwind glide on the second day. fate not quite as bad as death as far as
I was concerned.

On the 6th day we towed at Lockiel
gliding strip. I didn't even get out of the
paddock and even forgot to do a glide
to get at least some point. At this point
it may occur to you that I wasn't doing
very well, and if it does you'd be right.
Still I was only trailing the next two pilots
by 16 and 32 points respectively and
Paul Kelly, dunny & drinks organiser still though I might just be able to pull
one out of the bag and not, once
again, come an ignominious last.
Although I must admit I was pretty
close to despair. At least I had supported the competition.
The 7th day arrived, I felt physically
pretty awful and my enthusiasm for
flying was at about the same level as
my point score. We were going to
tow again but at Burnsfield. Another
day of sweating and chewing dustyech. Everyone then started encouraging me, offering to put my
g!ider together, telling me how easy
it would be to get up, telling me it
looked like a great day etc etc.
Damn - so I drank gallons offluid, put
my glider together and watched
Jenny Ganderton, Suzie Gniest and
someone else spiral up out of the
paddock. Deciding I was only going
to have ONE TOW regardless, I got
on the end of the tow line and waited,
and waited, and waited. People

Finally the wind died, barely moving,
slightly tail and slightly crossed so I
picked the glider up and went for it.
Chris Charters gave me a great tow and
I released into a thermal which I promptly lost. It was tail wind time out of the
paddock. On the way my vario stopped
telling me I was going down and beeped
once or twice so I did a flat 360. I didn't
go up, but then again I didn't go down.
After doing a few flat circles my vario
was beeping a little more frequently and
I was at about 650 feet. As I continued
to circle the vario seemed to get more
and more excited and funnily enough I
started to feel better (mentally if not
physically). After circling for what
seemed like ages my altimeter was
reading 1000 feet and the ground
definitely looked further away. I was
fairly certain this wasn't simply a malfunction. About this time I stopped
caring that I didn't feel well and started
getting excited about the possibility of
getting up. The higher I got the stronger
the lift got and 500-600 feet up seemed
like a golden nugget. Once i got to
about 3,500 feet I felt reasonably confident that I wasn't going to have to land
real soon and I was pretty certain where
the thermal core was, so now was the
time to do the harness boot up. Grab
the cord, pull real hard, quickly pull the
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bar in and steer back into the thermal
before I lost it.
I wondered what that long yellow thing
trailing out behind me was; thought it
might have been my packup gear but
who cares I've got a thermal. Just as I
was pushing out into the lift the glider
stopped dead with a jerk. I realised
what that long yellow thing was and I got
on the radio to inform folks I had a
problem.
They ignored me!
I couldn't remember what you were
supposed to do with a chute deployment. The chute deployed below and
behind me and it was along fall until the
canopy was finally above me (it felt that
way anyway). All I remembered was
that If you fell into the cross bars they
broke and that drag would be reduced
on the way down. By the time I was
under the chute with an inverted glider
and people on the ground had started
talking to me I had managed to get
myself jammed in the apex of the A
frame so that I was resting on my neck
( a novel way to do a neck stand?) with
one I.eg up each upright, feet pointed to
the sky and the basebar about six inches above my feet. I must have looked
like I was expecting the second coming
(for those who are interested HE missed
his opportunity). The guys on the
ground than started advising me what I
should do.
The first piece of advice was climb into
the A frame - well I had already got that
right - I was definitely in the A frame.
'Put you feet on the base bar' - this
sounds like really good advice but when

The Girls
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Barn Hill
you're upside down and the basebar is
6 inches above your feet HOW do you
do it? Finally someone gave me the
most important advice of all 'RELAX' this started me laughing so I got on the
radio and commented about ~ow easy
it was for him to say that.
Realising that none of this advice was
doing me heaps of good and that if I
landed this way I'd break my neck, I
flung one leg around each upright and
dragged myself out of the apex of the A
frame. With the movement of my body
weight the glider tipped so that the A
frame was horizontal. This wasn't too
bad until all of a sudden the glider
turned right way up and once again I
was heading for the ground head first.
This time there was only a basebar between me and eternity. Deciding this
wasn't a good idea I wriggled into the A
frame and jammed my shoulder against
one upright and my thighs against the
other. I still couldn't reach the basebar
as somehow during my climbing, failing, twisting, scrambling, I'd managed
to hook my harness up on something in
the A frame
and
get
myself
turned
around so
that I was
facing the tail
of the glider.
Just about
then I hit the
inversion
layer on the
way down.
Now that was
exciting . If
you've ever
been in a
small dingy
in an ocean
with twenty
foot waves
you'll have

some idea of what it felt like.
I decided as I didn't get shaken out of
the A frame, I was in a fairly secure
perch but once through the inversion
the glider was coming down at about 45
degrees off a total inversion and that
when I hit the ground (which was approaching at a faster and faster rate) I'd
probably fall onto the crossbars which
would be an ouch situation to say the
least. Calling up my horse riding skills,
whilst remaining firmly wedged in the A
frame I executed a forward shoulder roll
which rotated the glider so that it hit
vertically nose down with the upright my
shoulder was wedged against hitting a
close second. The upright I was
wedged against immediately became
Avril formed and I fell out and hit the
ground with less force than if I'd fallen
out of bed.
Feeling very surprised that I wasn't injured I got a pilot in the air to relay that
I was OK and then had a few words with
Goel! (most of them impolite). Damage
to the glider (my inspection only Enterprise Wings would know better by
now) was 2 uprights and a keel.
Damage to the ground was an 8 inch
hole where the nose ofthe glider hit (soft
dirt fortunately) and a 2 inch hole where
the upright hit. As far as I knew I hadn't
received any damage except the loss of
what was looking like my best flight
%#$ '" &*#!!! but later I discovered a
rather dramatic bruise on my thigh,
probably caused by being used as a
push off point against the A frame for my
shoulder roll. Having tried both
parachuting and hang gliding I can assure you that the latter is more fun.
When I was pulling my boot up I accidentally brushed a price of the velcro
on the end of the pull string against the
parachute handle and the velcro
grabbed hard enough to pull the
parachute out. I am getting a piece of
PVC tubing to place over my parachute

handle so that it can't happen again. To
add insult to injury I drifted approximately 2k back along the course
while hanging from the chute!
Anyway despite it all, I had a good time,
as did all the other pilots, and on behalf
of all of us I would like to thank Paul
Kelly, Chris Charters and Jennifer Baker
for their organisational efforts. Whenever Paul arrived at a site he would
immediately dust out the dun ny, set up
some shade and make up some iced
water. Never have so many women
been cared for so well by so few. A
special thanks should also go to the SA
pilots and the Bute community for their
welcome and assistance. I for one
hope that there is another competition
next year which I would attempt to attend preferably without providing the
light entertainment.

f

Australian XC League 1989/90
This comp ends 31 st March 1989. These are the standings as at March 12, 1990.

Len Paton

NSW

Rohan Holtkamp

VIC

Jenny Ganderton

NSW

Chris McDonald

NSW

Chris Charters

SA

Geoff Tulloch

OLD

Gary Fimeri

SA

Birgit Svens

SA

Peter Bolton

SA

Sue Hansen

SA

Gerry Gerus

OLD

Helmut Schrodel
Ross Williams
John Pad man

WA
NSW
WA

Categories are

D
R
c
I

Flt1

Flt2

Flt3

Flt4

Flt5

96.7Gc
441
100.2Rcl
863
160.9Gc
734
34.6Rc
298
251.2Gc
1145
86.9Tul
525
251.2Gc
1145
43Dc
138
158.9Dc
512
93Dc
299
23.1Dc
74

105.0Tcl
766
105.0Tcl
766
103.1 Ru
733
34.6Rc
298
114.0Gc
520
100.2Rcl
863

107.8Ru
804
86Rc
740
99.2Rul
846
100.2Rcl
863

158.9Dc
512
94Dc
303
105.0Tcl
766
88Dc
283

204.4Gcl
932
139.9Dc
450

77.4Gc
353
70.4Dc
227
158.6Dc
511
16.1Dc
52

50.5GcI
230
60.7Dc
195

85.5Dcl
275

61Gc
278

22.5Gc
103

Total
3355
3122
3079

142.0Gcl
648

2390
1665
1488
1145
996
934
810

Open Distance 3.22 points per Km
Out & Return
8.61 points per Km
Completed Task
Ladder Competition

G
T
u

520

Nominated Goal 4.56 points per Km
Triangle
7.30 points per Km
Uncompleted Task

It is the best of 5 flights with a maximum of three in anyone category. The first line is the distance flown in Km and the second
line is the points awarded for the flight. $5 to enter send to:
Chris McDonald, 22 Crown St, Belmont NSW 2280
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PLATFORM LAUNCHING

by Larry Loops

If you're familiar with the
feeling of standing under a
seemingly 500lb glider in
40° heat with a slight tail
wind, just waiting for a hint
of a breeze on your face.
Before you scream Go,
Go, Go, to some drug
crazed hippie who's
volunteered the use of his
1956 beetle as a tow
vehicle, then the following
article may interest you.
It was a few years ago now
that I first heard of truck
towing or platform launching, as it is now being
called. Jerry Forburger of
Lubbock Texas actually
was the originator of truck
towing, and designed and
designed and built his first
system as early as 1986.
Most pilots dismissed the idea as a
rather novel way of launching, but hardly worth the expense when a simple

skyting (car towing) system can be built
for less than a good night out, however,
Jerry pushed ahead with his system
refining and Marketing it under the
name of "ATOL"
(air time of lubbock) . In 1989
"Fly America"
used an "ATOL"
system to successfully fly
across America
from
West
Coast to East
Coast. Their
months on the
road and subsequent media
coverage gave
platform launch~Pf""'"'~W~~~~-*:'~~~"'--,=r-:;* ing the boost it
had been wait"'" ing for and
today
most
major schools in
the U.S. have a
platform launching system for
Tandem
Instruction, Introductory Flights
and just flying in
general.

the idea, in fact, late last year Shane
Clarken and myself built our own version and have been having great success with it. After the first test flight I
landed and was immediately asked how
it felt, "un-real" - was ny reply and as the
payout winch basically un- reels the
rope the rope we, in a moment of
ecstatic happiness about our success,
called our system the "UN-REEL" tow
system, and like it or not the name
stuck. Anyway getting back to the
towing.

As you may
have guessed
by now I'm
rather sold on

After release from the vehicle the tow
feels much the same as car towing
(smoother) except of course, you don't
become tangled up in a mass of rope.
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Regardless of whether your about to
head off on a 100 miler or if your simply
taking a student for their first flight, the
system offers obvious take off advantages. In the case of tandem, both
student and pilot are comfortable in
prone, hence there is no need to
choreograph a fancy four legged take
off run. The vehicle provides the power
and steadily accelerates to a pre-determined air speed (usually 30-35 mph), at
which time the pilot activates a release,
take off is smooth and precise. A rope,
weak link break on any type of system
failure on take off does not present any
real problem as the high airspeed and
low angle of attack allow the pilot sufficient control to clear the truck and land
without incident.

As the bridge used routes around the
pilot and all tow forces are off the steel
carabina/hang loops, so when finally
you release at the top of the tow rope,
your left with only a neat little bridge
which only just hangs below the base
bar.

j'

~

To date we have tried towing in up-wind,
down-wind, cross-wind, strong-wind,
light-wind, etc. We've tried to simulate
emergency situations like rope breaks,
release failures etc., and I'm pleased to
say that in each case we've been more
than happy with the end result.
The "un-reel" tow system consists of a
beautifully simple, low maintenance pay
out winch located in the back of a pick
up truck, two cradles to rest the base
bar in and a nose catch/release system
to hold the glider to the truck, and of
course, a trigger mechanism located
under the base bar - so as to allow the
pilot the ability to release the glider from
the truck without taking his/her hands
off the base bar. The "un-reel" tow system was relatively easy, reasonably
cheap and a lot of fun to make. It has

,

many advantages over car or winch
towing, like small neat bridle, so no rope
to annoy you in flight or to catch on
landing approach, quick turn around
with 2,000 foot or rope being recovered
in about 2 minutes, good rope life as
rope is recovered before it hits the
ground. However, its biggest advantage has to be the fact that you
launch with high airspeed and low angle
of attack which
is most comforting, particularly
in light wind
thermal conditions when wind
direction is variable.
When
local sites are

too small and over crowded to safely
conduct tandem flights the "un-reel" tow
system provides an excellent alternative.
We (south coast hang gliding centre)
are using the "un-reel" tow system for
tandem flights as part of our beginners
course plus conducting seminars on
platform launching for interested pilots.
If your at all keen on designing and
building your own platform launching
system then I would strongly advice you
to "go for it!" For us it's proven to be a
most satisfying and worthwhile project.
GOOD LUCK! Larry Loops

OUR small HANDLE

IS YOUR ANSWER
TO BIG PROBLEMS!
Get a handle on your safety.
Call or write TODAY for details
of a plane-saving parachute to
suit your aircraft. Models
available to fit all amateur
built aircraft, ultralights
and hang gliders.

Avtex PlY LTD.
Ballistic Recovery Systems Division
Ballina Airport. Ballina N .S. W. 2478

Ph (066) 86 7991
Fax (066) 86 5506
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ALPINE PARAGLIDING
Brian and Nikki Webb
PO Box 3, Mill Road, Bright 3741
Tel 057-551 753
Fax 057-551677

Paraglider Professionals
Professional, full time training for Paraglider pilots.
Expert, HGFA qualified, paragliding instructors with extensive Australian and European experience.
Ab-initio or advanced coaching to HGFA standards.

Learn to Paraglide at Bright, the Paragliding centre of Australia.
The Bright area is already world renowned for Hang Gliding.
Now the same superb facilities are available for Paragliding.
Bright already boasts a superb 1500' Paragliding site directly overlooking the town and a 900' site
now opened, both facing the valley winds. 3000' Mt Emu is ideal for XC or recreational pilots. World
famous Buffalo will soon be available for more experienced pilots.
The Bright area is proud to offer you over ten 500 +' Paragliding sites in the immediate area with
more sites being opened all the time.

Paraglide at Bright, 7 days a week,

phone now for an information pack.

6 day Paraglider recreational certification course
4 day Paraglider to Hang glider conversion course
2 day Hang glider to Paraglider conversion course
2 day Paraglider Introduction
2 day Para glider Thermalling and XC course
Tow courses
Tandem course

$660
$440
$220
$220
$220
POA
POA

Paraglider, vario, altimeter and radio hire from $45 daily.
The HGFA Paragliding Recreational licence has recently been introduced. This is the licence
recommended by the HGFA for the safety of Paraglider pilots. There are many Paraglider pilots who
started flying before this licence was available. Alpine Paragliding will gladly help all those pilots to
reach the Recreational licence standard, at a reduced rate. Please contact us for details.
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Paragliding Sales Shop
APCO Hilite - Intermediate to Advanced

Harley Contrail - Intermediate

Fluoro colours - pink, green or yellow

Fluoro colours - turquoise and yellow

23 square metres
25 square metres

21 square metres
24 square metres
27 square metres

50-80 kg pilot weight
60-120 kg pilot weight

1.4 m/s sink rate, LID 5.5, Aspect ratio 3.18
Beautiful paraglider to fly, very forgiving and docile in strong
Australian conditions, quick and flat in turn. Drachenflleger report
that this is the best sink rate around. The Hilite has 21 cells, a fully
open leading edge and uses mylar inserts rather than battens.
Easy ground handling from this high performance canopy and adjustable in-flight trimmers on the back risers.

45-65 kg pilot weight
55-85 kg pilot weight
80-100 kg pilot weight

1.5 m/s sink rate, LJD 5.5, Aspect ratio 3.10
English version of the Edel/Aero/Ace, same versatile speed range,
glider and stability. A good canopy to build hours on. Two closed
on each tip and a battened leading edge eke performance from a
very clean wing. A performing canopy at a premium price.
Tested by Alpine Paragliding test pilots.

Carries the German DHV Gutesiegei.

$1999 including the back pack bag.

$2495 including the back pack bag

APCO Speedstars - Beginners to Intermediate

Black Magic - Beginners to Intermediate

Fluoro colours - yellow, green, turquoise, pink

Fluoro colours - yellow, orange, turquoise, Pink

24 square metres
27 square metres

50-80 kg pilot weight
70-100 kg pilot weight

24 square metres
26 square metres

60-75 kg pilot weight
70-100 kg pilot weight

1.6 m/s sink rate, LID 5.1, Aspect ratio 3.6

1.6 m/s sink rate (est), LID 5.0 (est), Aspect ratio 3.4

Stability and performance, the right combination for building hours
and experience. A superb coastal and inland starter with the glide
and sink rate to help you use a wide variety of sites.

The usual Airwave quality and care again provide a durable product
for safe flying. A stable performing canopy pilots who want reassuring airtime. A colourful canopy for the ambitious beginners.

German Gutesiegel pending, tested by Alpine Paragliding test pilots.

German DHV Gutesiegel pending, tested by Alpine Paragliding test
pilots.

$1995 including the back pack bag

$2250 including the back pack bag and superb Airwave
harness

Falhawk Athlete - Advanced
19 square metres
22 square metres
24 square metres
27 square metres
30 square metres

45-65 kg pilot weight
55-75 kg pilot weight
65-85 kg pilot weight
75-95 kg pilot weight
90-150 kg pilot weight (tandem)

APCO Reserve - Pulled apex emergency system
I fly paragllders and hang gliders nearly every day, I wouldn't consider flying without a reserve parachute. It's the only real Insurance
you can take out.

$499

1.5 m/s sink rate (est), LID 5.7, Aspect ratio 3.66
Performance at a premium. Ultimate Paraglider, Incredible speed
range, superb handling, amazingly resilient and recoverable in
strong turbulence. Fully battened leading edge with gauzed cells.
True XC machine.

$3100

ABC of Paragliding
A definitive text book concisely written in English. It uses lots of
photographs and humorous sketches to cover all aspects of
Paragliding.

Davron 200 + Twin AltimeterNario
Very small, compact Paragliding/Hang gliding precision Instrument,
comes In fluoro pink, yellow, blue or grey. Attaches to the thigh
with elasticated velcro for easy, practical use.
Two altimetres + vario up and down, optional up only. Very small,
light and sturdy. I replaced my Ball 651 with one of these and I
haven't regretted it. Climb with the best of them.

$649

$29.50 + $2.50 postage

APCO Dreams

$1400

Very stable canopies for pilots who want care free flying. We use these as advanced trainers during school, confident In their reliability.
Sure footed for coastal soaring and high flights. Ideal for schools or beginners.
5 in stock, all 28 square metres and in good condition.

Airwave Black Magic

$1999

24 square metre demonstration paragllder In excellent condition

Charly Edel

$1495-1995

One 24 and two 27 square metres. Excellent condition. An intermediate paraglider.

Falhav" -O\,.Q
My own canopy, fl ':)

~te

$2600

., and will be sorely missed.

All performanco iigures are estimates only

I will not sell a paraglider to anybody who does not have a Recreational Paragliding Certificate.
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Aches And Pains In Hang Gliding
by Brian Hampson, Sports Physiotherapist.
I started flying in late '89 and have flown
in smooth seabreezes until recently
when I started inland flying. I found
coastal flying posed no great demand
on the body apart from the obvious
muscle fatigue at the end of a long day.
However, cranking the bar around in
these thermals is a different story. Each
day ended in sore arms, shoulders,
neck and back and the memory lasted
for a few days after, with the constant
reminder of the physical effort required
for such flying. I have since talked to a
number of pilots and found they have
similar problems, some worse than
others. This prompted me to have a
good long think about why these
problems occur, how they may be
avoided, and what to do to ease the
aches and pains. I have aimed to give
people an understanding of the
mechanisms of trauma and basic principals of treatment so that these principles may be adapted to suit a variety
of situations. The best way is always
prevention and I believe the best treatment, if. possible, is self-treatment.
WHAT TO EXPECT - What are some
common problems experienced by
pilots?
1. Neck pain - described as sorel
tired, worsening with long flights,
easing after flight but may persist as a
tired ache for the following few days.

2. Shoulder pain - may be severe while
cranking the bar around in tight thermals, ease in straight flight, but persist
as a dull throb for a few days. May get
worse with multiple flights over a few
days. May became a chronic problem
if not attended to.

3. Back ache - may be from neck to
lower back or only in one area (most
commonly between should blades).
Worsens with longer flights but usually

eases after
landing.
It
may niggle for
a few days
after a long
flight.
4. Elbow pain you could call
this 'hangers
elbow' , just
like 'tennis
el bow'. It is
basically the
same thing.
This pain may
be extremely
sharp at times.
ego in turbulence, with a
constant dull
ache at other
times. It may
last for a few
hours after
flight and may
worsen as the
sea son
progresses.
May become
chronic if notL-________________~------~--~--~~~--~
attended to.
fore some pains arise from infrequent
use. Alternatively, problems may also
5. Wrist/hand pain - this is related to the arise from overuse. Theses are far
elbow discomfort and symptoms be- worse and can become chronic and
have much the same.
affect other activities of daily living.

6. Others - people will experience
problems in different places but the
basic principles of management will be
the same. Any funny sensations such
as pins and needles, numbness, and
weakness down the arm often indicates
a neck problem which is referring
symptoms down the arm. This usually
requires professional management. ego
physio, or chiropractic, etc.
WHY THESE ACHES AND PAINS
OCCUR

Fig. 1
When trying any activity for the first
time, or recommencing after a long
break, you can expect your body to
complain a bit about the punishment
you dish out. If you are flying in rough
air for the first time you must expect to
be ill-prepared for the activity. Even the
advanced pilot flying cross-country
every weekend may get symptoms as
once or twice a week is not enough to
train the musculoskeletal system to
cope with this demanding task. There18 SKYSAILOR April 1990

There are different reasons for the 5
problems I've pointed out and each requires different management depending on the cause. It would take too long
to cover them all in one issue so I will
start with the neck and cover the others
in subsequent issues.
NECK PAIN
Our skeleton is stacked together so that
a minimal amount of muscle energy is
needed to maintain an upright posture.
Hang us up in prone with no neck support and things are very different. (A
dog would cope well with flying as he
walks around in prone all day every
day.) If we put a helmet on the problem
is made worse by extra weight to support. The muscles in our neck are not
built for such heavy endurance work so
they complain like hell when you push
their limit. Therefore, pain 1 is mostly
due to fatigue of unaccustomed
muscles. This ache is also due to the
neck being held in a static position. We

rely on muscle movement to pump
blood around the body. When muscles
are held static for long periods of time
circulation is affected and the region
aches to let us know it doesn't like what
we are doing. As a result of this
prolonged static posture the muscles
tighten up and spasm, further restricting
circulation and creating a vicious cycle.
A long term problem can occur when
these muscles become chronically
shortened and change the posture of
the upper body. Then chronic pain can
occur.

A.

PREPARATION

* Strengthen muscles of the neck
A- lie prone on a table with neck
hanging over the edge. Tuck chin to
chest and hold for 30 secs. (Fig.1) Try
2 lots of 10 exercises. You may add
your helmet for some extra weight if
these get too easy.
A- In standing or sitting, hold hands
together behind you head and push
head back hard into your hands.
Hold for 30 secs. Do this whenever
you have time.

- Head 1/4 turn to
opposite shoulder
- Pull chin to chest

this case the majority of the damage
has already been done over time and
the sporting activity is the final straw.
So always maintain a good posture
but be particularly conscious of it in
the hours preceding vigorous activity.
ego while driving up to your flying site.

- Pull ear to shoulder

f
PREVENTION
This section is divided into 4 time
periods in which preventative
measures can be taken. Each period
is of equal importance. If you become careless in anyone period injury may be the consequence.
AA. Preparation - includes preseason
preparation to get the body ready for
the insult to come. Footballers, for example, will continue to run and do
weight training off season to maintain
condition and built strength for the
next season. Preparation is important
for improving performance as well as
preventing injury.
AB. Pre-flight -involves avoiding aggravating activities prior to flight as
well as warm up exercises that can be
advantageous in improving performance and preventing injury. I can
just see 10 eager pilots standing on
top of the mountain doing 30 minutes
of calisthenics while the thermals
pump up the face!
AC. In-flight - there are times when you
can let your concentration on flying
lapse long enough to do a few simple
exercises to help prevent or relieve
aches and pains.
AD. After flight - things to do and not
to do immediately after, on the way
home and for the next few days after
a good flight.

12 Ibs .

* Stretch muscles of the neck.
A- See Fig.2. Sit on one hand to keep
that shoulder down. If the shoulder is
allowed to elevate the stretch will be
lost. Take the other hand over the top
of the head just above the ear and pull
the head sideways until a good
stretch is felt in the side of the neck.
Hold the stretch for 1 to 5 mains. The
stretch can be varied by turning the
head either way and pulling the head
forwards and sideways. The best time
to do these exercises is in front of the
TV or while waiting at a traffic light. 10
mains. a day may make a lot of difference to your comfort while flying.

* Posture.
A- Maintain correct posture at all times
as poor posture can cause tight and
weak muscles which become
problematic while flying. The most
common problem with neck posture
is poking the chin forward. Rounded
shoulders automatically follow. (Fig.3)
The correction is to tuck the chin in
towards the chest and roll the
shoulders up and back. (Fig.4)
AAs these diagrams indicate, correct
postural habits minimise the forces
which put strain on the tissues of the
body. Many injuries to the back and
neck actually result from prolonged
poor posture prior to the sporting activity which is blamed for the injury. In

B.

PRE-FLIGHT

A simple warmup could consist of:
A 1. Chin tucks - Tuck chin into chest
and push it to the limit with the side of
the hand. Hold this position for 5
secs. and release. Repeat 10 times.
This will help to straighten out any
kinks in the neck and reverse the poor
posture which may have developed
while driving.
A2. Neck stretches (as for Fig.2.). Do
these particularly if the neck is sore
and stiff. 2 x 60 secs. on each side
will loosen the neck up.
A3. Maintain good posture and lifting
habits while setting up. This time is
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Aches & Pains ... continued ...
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crucial to the flight to come.
A4. Mobility exercises - move the
head/neck in all directions to loosen it
up, particularly if it is stiff.
,,,,, : . /

C.

IN-FLIGHT
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1. Move head side-side, front-back,
rotate left-right at intervals during
flight to stop muscles from tightening
up and to maintain good circulation to
the neck.
A2. Stretch neck at intervals if it is
sore/tight with one hand off the base
bar. (Fig.2)
A3. Chin tucks at regular intervals.(Fig.1)
A4.Keep neck warm. Cold air can
cause problems with muscles, joints
and circulation.
A5. If neck is painful, occasionally
drop into hang with the head upright
to take pressure off the supporting
structures.
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muscles are stretched. Hold
stretches for 1.2 mains.

muscle spasm, helping the muscles to
relax. Both massage and stretching
D. AFTER-FLIGHT
MANAGEMENT OF NECK PROBLEMS also help to relax aching muscles and Is
best done after a period of 10.15 mains.
1. As for pre-flight.
Soreness in the muscles around the icing. Get someone who Is handy with
A2. If certain muscles are sore/tight,
neck can often do well with self-treat- their hands to massage the affected
stretch them by trying different variaIf the muscles are really angry areas, starting off gently and working In
ment.
tions of Fig.2. Move the head in difand
painful
they may respond well to ice harder and deeper for 10-15 mains.
ferent directions until the specific
which helps reduce pain, swelling and Then follow with 5-10 mains. of stretch~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ingthose muscleswh~hfe~tlghtand
sore. Try variations of the stretches
shown in Fig.2. Then make a special
effort to maintain correct posture as this
gives the tissues the best change to
heat.

Looking for a Trike?!

The EDGE

The best all round 2 seater is now available
•

30 to 90 mph

Performance & handling unmatched

•

• The latest in trike technology
•

Fast setup & fast cross countries

•

Rotax twin ignition 582 motor for those serious about
two-up flying, towing or training

•

Phone for further information, inspection and/or test
flight
•

Qualified instruction available

The "EDGE" built in Australia for Australian conditions
There's no other choice
John Goodrich
59 Naples Rd
Ph (03) 5848325

Applied Machinery
MENTONE VIC 3194
Fax (03) 5850045

The IIEDGE" is currently undergoing certification to 95.32
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If you have trouble turning or bending
the neck it is quite likely a joint problem
and is best managed by a professional
such as a physiotherapist, chiropractor
or osteopath. A general practitioner
may also prescribe anti-inflammatory
medication which are helpful.
In the next issue I will talk about
shoulder problems, why they tend to
occur, their prevention and management. If anyone has any questions related to this area don't hesitate to ring
either myself or Brett Bricknell (Sports
Physiotherapist) at our practice on the
Central Coast, NSW, on (043) 652396.
We're usually open 9AM - 9PM if the
wind is not on.

Since starting a
m
ago, we've put nearly 150 students
through our 5 day courses.
During that time, I've come to learn
some of the pitfalls that the new pilot
makes. Part of our present theory training takes in Prevention techniques, do's
and don'ts, and areas or dangers to be
aware of.
There's so much for the new pilot to try
and grasp, it is essential that he quickly
learn the principles in order to fly safely.
Modern gliders and teaching techniques have greatly accelerated the learning process, so much so that new pilots
are achieving in a few weeks what took
months and even years to achieve back
in the seventies when I started.
To help new pilots, I'd like to share the
following:
Flying hang gliders requires the same
frame of mind as riding a motor bike.
You don't ride a motor bike like you
drive a car. If you do you'll last about a
week before your first crash. You ride a
motor bike defensively.
It's the same with hang gliding. Until
your level of awareness and body control movements reach the automatic
level gained through many hours of
flying experience, you must be flying
defensively, constantly looking for
potential things to happen and assessing the situations at hand.

to go over some of the main
now
problem areas new pilots have at inland
sites particularly. Three modes ofthinking are required. It is critically important
that you don't move from one mode of
thinking before completing each phase:
1. Take-off Mode of Thinking:
Assumes pre-flight check and hang
check done prior
(a) Access conditions suitable - wind
strength, direction, gustiness
(b) Glider pointing into wind - pick-up
glider
(c) Check for level - fine tune the
balance of glider by turning it slightly left
or right into wind until it takes on
balanced feel. DO NOT START UNLESS BALANCED. If having problems
achieving this balance, put the glider
down and wait for smoother air - never
hold glider on shoulders for more than
a minute.
(d) Look at a target (reference point) in
front to run towards. This is critical to
achieving a straight take-off. Once your
eyes drift off this reference point you are
lost.
(e) Start off gradually - not rushed, as
you'll "pop" the nose. Once the glider is
fully off shoulders and harness goes
taut, swivel hands to "dagger like" grip
which will allow you to transition
through
the
A-frame
with
head/shoulders to keep nose down and
allow you to build up speed.
(f) Before you enter the sprinting phase

Mt Barrow 4200ft, Tasmania, pre-ramp days - p by Mark Esvelt

of the run, you must access the glider
for balance. If the wings are tilted, your
eyes and head in relation to the target
will be telling you you're drifting off target; your feet may be shuffling
sideways. Most importantly, your
hands will be feeling imbalanced - one
lower, one higher.
Bad take offs are as a result of the pilot
not applying a correction at this point.
DO NOT CONTINUE TO ACCELERATE. DO SOMETHING ABOUT
THE TILT BEFORE IT GETS SO BAD
YOU CAN'T DO ANYTHING.
Let's say the right wing is lower than the
left. In other words, the glider will be
drifting to the right. Left up on the right
upright, pull down on the left upright.
Whichever arm is bent at the time has
the most power. Also move to the high
side of bar just as if you were making a
correction whilst flying.
Because the glider is only going slowly at this point, if you can't correct the
tilt you haven't built up so much
speed that you can't stop and abort
the take off if necessary.
(g) You've corrected the tilt, now lean
into it and give it everything you've
got. DON'T STOOP as you run; imagine you're a sprinter coming up to
the finishing line. You should be dragging the glider along, not pushing it
along.
Keep doing corrections to minor tilts
whilst running fast. When you fell
you've achieved a top speed start
easing out, try to literally run into the
air. Don't jump or stop running as
you start to ease out.
(h) As soon as your feet leave the
ground stop easing out. The glider
has achieved its flying angle of attack.
Always try to give your take off run
everything you've got. Excess speed
will be converted to height and that's a
bonus. Also the extra speed will cut you
through any turbulence.
2. FLYING MODE OF THINKING
(a) Your feet have left the ground relax grip.
(b) Keep looking at target, heading
away from the hill - away from danger.
(c) HANDS TO BASE BAR NOW!! If
you're going prone.
(d) Apply corrections to keep yourself
heading towards the target.
(e) Get into prone but remember as
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Motor Bike Flying ... cont ..

•
•
you do - THE MOST IMPORTANT

RULE WHEN GETTING INTO PRONE
IS TO BE CONCENTRATING ON
FLYING THE HANG GLIDER - getting
Into prone must always be secondary.
(f) Once into prone relax grip, fly at
trim, use reference targets to help
keep you heading in a straight line. If
flying in a crosswind you'll need to be
applying a constant correction to the
side (crabbing) sideways to keep you
on a straight line. RememberSPEED IS CONTROL.
3. LANDING MODE OF THINKING
Without a doubt the hardest mode of
thinking for the new pilot, particularly
when he is landing inland.
I won't elaborate too much as Ian
Jarman's previous article is mandatory
reading for all new pilots. Total concentration is required.
Summarising a few points:(a) Out of prone no less than 30 feet
(10 metres) up, preferably 50 feet (18
metres).
(b) Pick reference point to look at.
(c) Turn onto final - don't leave it too
late, remember wind gradient.
(d) Hands up to uprights.
(e) PULL IN HARD - down through the
wind gradient, down through the turbulence, down to ground effect level.
(f) Round-out so that you're just skimming over the ground, bleeding off
the speed, slowing glider down.
KEEP LOOKING AT TARGET AND APPLYING CORRECTIONS.
(g) FULL, STRONG PUSH-UP - hold
the flare. Remember however that
depending on the strength of the wind
as to how much and how strong your
flare will be. In stronger winds you'll

be travelling slowly over ground and
will only need to ease out a bit to stop.
(h) Once stopped, park glider appropriately.
While on the subject of landing inland in
particular, occasionally you will be confronted by fences. THERE IS NO EXCUSE FOR HIDING A FENCE. You've
got three choices:1.Let's say your glide path coincides
with a fence. If you've got plenty of
height you turn left or right and land
before the fence. You mustn't play dice
with "Willi make it or won't I make it".
2.Let's say you're ground effecting and
a fence is coming up and you feel that
the timing of the flare will coincide with
the fence. Well, do a high flare before
the fence.
3.Let's say, however, you're going too
fast to do a high flare - you're going
down a slight slope and you know that
if you do, you'll shoot 20 feet into the air.
This last choice is the hardest, you have
to keep you cool. Just before the fence,
you ease out slightly going up over the
fence (tuck your legs up!) and be
prepared to immediately flare on the
other side.
If you haven't the nerve to do this
manoeuvre, then you'll just have to suffice doing a ground loop before the
fence and hope you don't do too much
damage to yourself and the glider.
My students learn inland and quite often
learn to thermal before they ridge soar.
I recommend that they seek experienced advice on the day oftheirfirst
ridge soar to help them safely over this
barrier. A few golden rules are in order
though which must be committed to
memory;_

Mt Franklin, Tasmania - out across the Central Midland

1.0n most Victorian coastal sites it is
necessary to turn after take off in order
to stay in the liftband. I'll repeat what I
said about getting into prone - THE
MOST IMPORTANT THING TO BE
DOING IS CONCENTRATING OF
FLYING!
2.lf you start sinking below the ridge
take off point, the lift is possibly too
weak to sustain you. If you are a new
pilot, it is critical for you to understand
that you must head out to the beach and
land.
The lift below take off gets weaker and
weaker, the wind gradient more
pronounced. You are in grave danger
of being rolled into the ridge if you stay
close to it. Don't fall into the trap of
seeing other pilots scratching low and
getting back up. They are experienced
pilots, just like you'll be one day, and
have acquired the feel for their glider
and the air and know precisely how
close they can safely go.
3.ln stronger winds do gentle turns, the
wind has tremendous power and before
you know it, you can turn too much and
be racing downwind into the hill.
4.Remember down the coast you land
cross wind - applying constant
sideways correction to keep you on
track up the beach.
5.Know your Rules of the Air and fly with
a kingpost streamer. Never be afraid to
ask the advice of more experienced
pilots, in fact try to link up with one or
more. However, don't overstep your
abilities. Be patient with the wind,
remember there's plenty more day to go
flying on. The mark of a good pilot is
the one who knows when to pack up if
conditions are unsuitable.
I hope this has been informative. We
tend to take most of this for granted.
However, for the new pilot he needs all
the knowledge and help he can get, and
it's with this that I'll close.
Try and read as much as you can, the 3
Pagan books are excellent, Erik Fair's
book "The Right Stuff", the British and
European countries put out excellent
training books. Subscribe to overseas
mags or borrow. The material written is
acquired knowledge that you can have
without having to find out the hard way.
Safe flying
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Freedom is Flight
Since time began man has gazed
skyward with envy, observing the
freedom of birds to stay aloft.
There are different forms of flight that
appeal to each individual for various
reasons.
Many of us have experienced alternative methods to escape, while some are
just beginning to pursue an escape to
the great blue yonder. The reality of
flight can be experienced and conquered, but most importantly common
sense must prevail.
Willingness to learn, acquiring
knowledge and attaining experience
are three factors which attribute to the
understanding of your own capabilities.
Over the years technology has allowed
us to expand our knowledge of aircraft
design and instructional methods,
resulting in a smooth path to the three
dimensional world of flight.
There is no free pass in becoming an
experienced pilot.
Flying an aircraft, whether it be a balloon, trike, hang glider, ultralight, or any
aircraft that falls within the definitions of
Sports Aviation is an escape for many
pilots.
The desire to be airborne is not shared
by all, but some of us earth born crave
the passion to intermingle with mother
nature, and participate in the challenge
to defy gravity.
This defiance can be an exhiliration, a
relaxing stimulation to our senses or
enjoyment that can only be described
by our own interpretations.

CHASER·S

The freedom of flight can only be enjoyed with respect or the inevitable
emergency situation may occur. Not all
emergency situations can be avoided.
Reducing the risk of an emergency is
quite simple when a few precautionary
measures are combined with a little
common sense.
A little motto to remember is "fly safe".
Definition to the Motto!
FLY SAFE
Learning is a succession of life
Yes! I want to fly
Safe airmanship
Aircraft airworthiness
Familiar with all aspects
Experience is airtime

towards flying must be used or maybe
you should be spending your time
doing something else.
Never let peer pressure justify your
flying. Safe airmanship, is respect for
other aircraft and other pilots.
Whether you're a student pilot, recreational pilot or an instructor you must
observe all limitations that apply to your
aviational sport. Limitations may be a
combination of weather conditions,
pilot experience, or aircraft regulations
which should never be felt as a constraint. The sky is similar to a large
arena, if all pilots have respect for themselves we should think that respect for
other pilots would also exist.

To fly safe is just plain, simple, common
sense.

Aircraft airworthiness, maintain your
aircraft and in turn your aircraft will
maintain to keep you aloft.

You must at all times know your own
capabilities in conjunction with your
aircraft's capabilities, whilst having a
keen eye on the prevailing weather conditions. Knowing your own corridor of
limitations, and expanding this
knowledge is all part of being a safe
pilot.

All aircraft require maintenance, some
more than others. No matter what type
of aircraft, the mandatory preflight
check should never be over-looked.
Maintenance and care of the aircraft
should be of high standard and any
faults rectified before the following
flight.

Learning is a succession of life and
we should never cease to attain
knowledge in the quest to become an
experienced pilot. It was once quoted
by an obviously experienced pilot:
"There are old pilots, and there are bold
pilots, but there are no old, bold pilots."
unquote.

Being familiar with all aspects, is not
so difficult.

Yes! I want to fly.
This may seem an irrelevant question to
ask yourself, but it is the key to enjoying
the freedom of flight. A positive attitude

There may be some pilots who have
never been in an emergency situation.
Be prepared, practice alternate launching skills, flying manoeuvres and landing techniques. Understanding and
coping with different weather conditions is an important part of being
familiar with all aspects. With patience,
determination, and a positive attitude
the sky is the limit.

The Ultimate Performance Single Seater by A?J{IAL-A1{Tc8

If you dOIl·t want to walt In a Queue. or go over the Edge. why not be Quicker than
a Flash and nnd out about the new Chaser S slngle·seat Irlke from Aerial Arts .

Because the Chaser Is a slngle·seater, there are none of Ihe compromises that
need 10 be made when designing a two-up machine. If you wanl real performance
and economy In a truly Innovallve aircraft, read Ihe speclncallons, Ihen call us and
ask aboul Ihe Chaser. You can 'l gel beller performance, and Ihe price will amaze
you .

BCAR- S compliant for CAO 95,321

I

by Chris Brandon

Trim speed
55-69-65
Max level speed
92
Vne
198
Initial ROC
1959
Sta 11 speed
34
fuel Consumption
6

mph
mph
mph
fpm
mph
lph

Area
Span
Empty Weight
fuel Capacity
Pylon Height

ft
lb
litres
inches

108
26.6
229
23
76

sq ft J

Options:
Streamline tubing, Pod, skirts, Carb Heat
Hand Throttle, spats, Instruments, etc •.. .
Rotax : 377, 477 2- stroke / 598 4-stroke
Hosler: 1099 4-stroke

Phone (03)597-0527 for a free information package!
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Experience is airtime. This is the bottom line!
The ability to attain a high level of
proficiency in one's own eyes, is
achieved with one formula, AIRTIME.
This proficiency is an acquired skill, and
should only be used in a responsible
manner, or the consequences prevail.
The progression from an " inexperienced pilot" to an "experienced
pilot" is a long road, and there are no
short cuts.
These few words of wisdom are to
remind us that in a three dimensional
world there is a lot of fun to be had, but
The day we cease to learn, is the day
we cease to livel

Fairhaven, Vic - photo & pilot - Ron Van Bemmel

FLY FREE, FLY SAFE

Backyard in Launceston - 600ft
Winter time is a sad time for Tassie pilots. They
tend to get very desperate (!) and resort to just
about anything to get airtime!
3600 are raolly easy!

NEW on the Gold Coast

South East Queensland
Hang Gliding Services
Ken Hill & Phil Pritchard, experienced instructors
and competition pilots, are now open to provide a
complete hang gliding service
•

~
,
( ,..,
,, '

~

Beginner and Advanced Courses
•

New & 2nd hand Gliders
•

Parts

Call us now

Ken (075) 396030 or
Phil (075) 395616
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STATE & CLUB NEWS

..,.Jk.~
HGFA
Items of Interest from the
HGFA EXECUTIVE MEETING
held 20 February 1990
1. The re-drafting of the HGFA Operations Manual was still underway and
was proving to be a more time consuming job than expected. The job is hoped
to be finished so that a copy could be
circulated to all members as they renewed their subscriptions for 1990-91.
2. Considerable progress has been
made with the HGFA Paragliding
Manual and that one day would be set
aside at the Thredbo Paragliding
Workshop at the end of February to
finalise the draft. .Once approved and
published, the Paragliding Manual
would be Issued not as part ofthe HGFA
Manual but as a separate manual.
3. Similarly the Trike Manual will stand
on its own feet and will be issued independently of the Hang Gliding and
Paragliding Manuals. Paul Mollison
had submitted his second draft (70
pages, double columns) of his
"Powered Hang Gliding Operations
Manual" dated 11 .11.89 to the CAA 3
months ago, and word had been
received from them that ANO 95 .32
would commence on 28.2.90.

4. More work has to be done before the
HGFA can approve the use of trikes,
either single or two seaters, for towing
or for training purposes. A working
relationship with the AUF will have to be
struck, and with this in mind, a meeting
will be held on Easter Monday with AUF
representatives at Holbrook, NSW to
discuss operational air worthiness and
administrative matters affecting us
both. It is hoped that a common
register of trikes will be set up and common operational procedures adopted.
5. The Executive agreed that t-lGFA
should concern itself with HGFA pilots
who fly trikes as an adjunct to other
HGFA activities, and leave the others
who use their trikes more as ultralights
to the AUF. It was estimated that HGFA
would have up to 200 trike pilots within
the HGFA within a year or two, and that
registration and other fees would be the
same as the AUF fees.
6. Ian Jarman, the National Coaching
Director, said he was disappointed by
the response from instructors to his letters to each of them asking them to
re-register. Only 18 had done so, and
they had all been issued with certificates
or interim certificates. Pending a review
of their qualification, the relevant state
associations had been advised who
these were, and it was intended to
publish their names shortly.

r---------------------",.

Instructors who fail
ore-register and who
re not enrolled on
he current list of cerified HGFA instrucors (and with the
National Coaching
ouncil within the
ustralian Sports
om mission) will not
be recognised as
HGFA instructors and
ny endorsements or
ratings they issued
ill be returned to the
tudent or pilot conerned marked inalid.
. The Executive
proposed that Conention 90 be held at
ports House from

Friday to Sunday, 3rd to 5th August
1990.
9. Escalating costs and the need to
improve our professional standards to
meet the demands and expectations of
our government funding bodies, to
reimburse those who prepare our
manuals, run our seminars, set our
standards and battle with the
bureaucracy to maintain and improve
our flying privileges, will mean an Increase in our annual HGFA membership fees this coming year from $55 to
at least $80, and possibly more. This
affects us all, but unless the HGFA
meets its obligations to administer all
aspects of hang gliding in a thoroughly
professional manner we run the risk of
losing government support In the
regulation and development of the
sport, and government funding
($50,000 a year) for administering It.
10. Paul Mollison named the Australian
Team to compete at the Pre-worlds Cup
competition at Governador Vladares
City, Minas Gerais, Brazil from 3rd to
13th March . Drew Cooper, Mark
Newland, Rick and Russ Duncan, Steve
Blenkinsop, Peter Aitken, Mike Zupanc
and himself. Paul will also be the TEam
Manager and Coach, and the HGFA
Representative at the CIVIL Meeting of
the FAI in Brazil to discuss preparations
and the rules for the World's Comp to
be held in Brezil next year. The AIS had
allocated $8000 to help subsidise the
trip, but this will barely pay fortheir entry
fees and the hire of two vehicles to pick
them up. It is estimated that each pilot
will be out of pocket for over $4000.
11. The HGFA Macintosh computer will
have to be replaced shortly as it is becoming increasingly erratic and time
wasting. An IBM PC (or IBM compatible) has been suggested by the accountants in order to examine HGFA
records with maximum time and cost
efficiency. Also all state associations
and Skysailor have, or have access to,
IBM or IBM compatible computers. The
changeover cost would be about
$3500. If you have any objection to, or
comment on this proposal, please contact HGFA.
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Lower Blue Mountains
Hang Gliding Club
The Mountain Gliders met 27 February
1990 to find our fledgling club has been
kicked out of its old nest, so we are
looking for a new venue to hold meetings. Blacktown Workers Club looks
good at this stage. Our thanks go to
Ben Leonard and the school P&C for
their help and hall.
The club has decided to run a fun comp
to promote development of flying in the
Blue Mountains. It will be based on a
modified National League but only
specific to sites in the Blue Mountains
eg Blackheath, Hassan Walls and
Gibraltar Rocks. It will run till April 91
ending in a fly-in presentation BBQ at
Blackheath. More details next
magazine. Start recording your flights.
Open Distance, Out & returns,
Nominated goal etc.
Last meeting at the hall we were treated
to some vintage 8mm movies. Interesting to see how kites, faces and sites
have changed. Finally anyone interested in coming to the club meetings to
see what we have to offer you, are very
welcome.

and pleas, some pilots are hell bent on
testing our more norther sites without
first contacting us for advice and assistance. If these gung-ho, macho pilots
are happy classing themselves as ''temporary Australians" (because they won't
live for long given some of their antics),
please, don't lose the sites for the rest
of us in your quest for publicity and
mortality within the records of the Accident Reports.
Recently, one of our more northern sites
(a sheer cliff - 400' vertical to the ocean
with no bomb out area below) claimed
a victim. The sad part is that we heard
about it through a member of the public
who witnessed the incident from a boat
whilst sailing past. What the hell that
pilot was doing on that launch without
the assistance of locals who know how
to fly the site beats us. The truth is, the
residents aren't keen on us flying some
of these areas and an accident is what
they're waiting for to have the sites
closed off.
We don't want to sound dominating or
elitist. We just ask that if you want to
test out other Northern Beach sites,
contact the club first. We will be happy
to assist you in flying a site or even just
giving you information to broaden your
understanding of just what is involved in
flying there. As a general rule of thumb,
these sites require an Advanced rating
with experienced pilots as wire/keel assistants.

The 6th March saw our monthly meeting/brain cell destroying session.

Now that the bitching is over, let's get
on with it. It seems that our very own
Graham Smith (name not changed to
protect the innocent) has once again
decided to visit the weekend nudist
camp at Werrong Beach, north of Stanwell. Yes, you guessed it! Graham put
his World Beater down at Hell Hole
again. The unfortunate part was:
guess which club secretary had to do
down and help walk the diver out?
Thanks for the exercise Graham, but I
can think of better ways to abuse my
body.

The subject of safety received a special
highlight as it is becoming painfully obvious that, despite numerous warnings

The new Northern ramp at Blackheath
is now ready for action. Anyone wanting to fly the site for the ~ time should

Please phone until we get our new
venue.
Garry Carr, President: Ph 2958040 BH
or 6444249 AH

Northern Beaches News

contact the club for the how's and
why's. The Cummings family (who own
the Blackheath site) have requested
that the electric fence be put back in
place ~ time it is passed through as
it plays havoc with the whole electrical
system and, very importantly, cars
MU.SI stay on the road. Remember
they OWN the site and can stop us using
it at any time. The club is going to put
together an Easter hamper for the Cummings family to show our appreciation
for their tolerance. So donations would
be appreciated - it is a small price to pay
for some real hot flying. Donations may
be sent to Dane Snelling or Rowan Watkins C/- NSWHGA.
Time for the trumpets to soundl
Another big gap in the Northern
Beaches Coastal run has been crossed.
Congratulations to Dane Snelling who
completed the crossing of the Narrabeen- Collaroy gap.
It seems that many members have expressed an interest in a trip away over
Easter. Those of you who wish to join
in and didn't speak up at the meeting,
could you please ring John HAJJE and
leave your name and phone number to
be added to the list.
Well that's it for another month! Fly high
and keep safe!
John Hajje, Secretary

Byron Bay Blurb
Greetings from the deep north. Its been
a while since our club has submitted
anything to Skysailor and I'm happy tc
break the drought with some gOO(
news.
Coorabell (450 feet NE ridge) is opel
again! Our new launch is at the 100koL
on the corner of the Pacific Highwa
and Coolamon Scenic Drive. The sit
takes NE to NW and about 5 km of ridg
is easily flyable. Please look out for th
power lines down the bottom of the h
and ** All pilots please note ** try 1
avoid landing at the pig farm belo
Scarabelloti Lookout (approx. 5kl
west of launch). The piggery owne
are fairly friendly but their patience

If you are still deciding which microlight (Trike) to buy, check them all out side
by side at the NATFLY Holbrook Airshow Eastertime.
See for yourself who has
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wearing thin with gaggles of Intermediate pilots regularly soaring to
Scara's only to find they can't get back
and then landing at the farm.
The Tweed Range (Advanced NE to
NW), our highest site has been open
over a year now and has provided some
memorable flying. The launch (3000'
ASL and 2650' AGL) is on the border
ranges facing NNE and provides excellent flying along the rim of what was
once the largest volcano in the southern
hemisphere. The site is sometimes in
cloud but on more stable days has
proved to be the only area with consistent thermals. The road to the top is two
wheel drive but you will need a club
member to show you the track and a
driver is a great help.
A few people make occasional trips to
Killarney and are usually rewarded with
good flying. Not so long ago an intermediate pilot from Beechmont flew east
from the new NW launch to land just
short of Ballina (and avoid the airport).
A 140 km flight that I'm sure we'll see
repeated soon.
In the gossip department, Ian Hird (the
old man of the skies) and Liz Ross are
to be married in June after a ten year
engagement.
Have a good one!
Greg Wilson, Secretary

Wingspan we asked pilots in Old if they
thought that $10.00 for 12 issues of
Wingspan was too much to ask for.
General consensus from the hand glidIng fraternity up here in Old thought that
it was great to have a regular newsletter
that they could rely on, but had second
thoughts when they were asked to contribute $10.00 for the subscription fees
which covered the cost of printing,
postage etc. It was calculated that a
minimum of 100 pilots would be required to contribute to make it a viable
proposition. So far out of 322 members
in Old, 52 pilots have paid. So on that
note I make this my last request to
O.H.G.A. pilots that if they think that
Wingspan is worthy of a $10.00 contribution, to forward it to O.H.G.A.'s
postal address, P.O. Box 131-9,
Springwood, Old. 4127.
A tentative date and venue has been set
aside for O.H.G.A.'s A.G.M. It will be
held at the Canungra Hotel on Saturday
night, 12 May at the completion of a mi~i
competition at Tamborine that will
hopefully be organised by our Compo
Directors, Richard Nevins and Phil
Pritchard. So how about it guys, let's
do it.
Kevin Uttley, who is a Real Estate Agent
for Kings Real Estate at Acacia Ridge, is
organising a few quiet ales and some
eats on Easter Sunday in one of our

bomb out paddocks at the bottom of Mt.
Tamborine.
Kevin personally
telephoned me on March 13th to inform
us that, should any of our hang glider
pilots who happen to encounter b~d
sink over his picnic area, would be qUite
welcome to land there and partake in
one or six light ales and some tucker. A
pilot briefing will be held on the day at
Tamborine launch for those pilots contemplating bad sink or sud's suck over
this particular area. Each pilot is required to have there own maps (for
marking exact co-ordinates of landing
area) and stubby holder. "This poor
bloke doesn't know what he is in for!".
The picnic is in aid of a sub-divisional
land promotion (so bring your cheque
book!) Perhaps a spot landing competition can be organized.
Good flying is being had by all out at
Kilarney the last couple of months,
pilots getting good height gain and distance. The Tamborine and Beechmont
area is always active on the weekends,
although crowd control still remains a
problem at Tamborine.
Regular O.H.G.A. meetings are to be
held from now on once our venue at
Canungra Hotel is secured. The meetings hopefully will be held on Saturday
evenings after the days flying is over.
We hope that this will draw more interested pilots to our meetings to have
their say, hence more Association input.

A telephone party line hook up is to be
put into action on Wednesday night the
11 th April at Barry Edwards place, Daisy
Hill connecting with Cairns, Capricorn,
Gladstone, Sunshine Coast and Byron
Bay Hang Gliding Clubs. We hope to

Luke Carmody, Mt Elliott, '90 Corryong Cup - ph by KAllen

inc
Queensland
3idday Members,
"Iell, this happens to be my first conribution to Skysailor, and many more to
011 ow.
t seems that I have been wasting my

ime and energy with the Old Newsletter
Wingspan". I n the last issue of
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begin to implement the Old State
Regional Separation that has been lurking in the most inner depths of my too
hard basket, for many months. With
only five months to the 1990 Convention
I thought it was high time that we get this
thrashed out once and for all.
Minutes of this meeting will be published in next months issue of Skysailor
should everything go smoothly
(telecommunications I'm referring to).
That's it for me till next month.
Safe Circles to All.
Dave Marsh
O.H.G.A. PRESIDENT/SECRETARY

Capricorn Sky Riders
All pilots please note that the BLUFF site
in Yeppoon is no longer an open site.
Due to concerns expressed by our local
council we've been forced to close the
site unless a local Safety Officer is actually present to supervise operations.
The take-off is on park land and landing
on a popular beach. Both of these are
controlled by the council which has insisted that we take greater control of
flying operations t9 ensure public
safety. Our Safety Officers are: Alec
Rolle 393645, Shane Newell 393769 and
Brian Smith 287858. As the site is rated
Advanced, you will be required to
produce a log book to prove that you
are capable of flying in close to trees
etc, in certain wind conditions.We
believe the local authorities may be only
a breath away from closing this unique
site down altogether, so please help us
by doing the right thing when visiting
our area.
Shane Newell, Secretary

Nobby Area Sky Sailing
Club
Parachute packing demo evening will
be held this month at our monthly meeting. Time 7.30 pm. Place, the Beenleigh Rum Distillery Tavern. Guest
speaker and supervisor of chute packIng will be Barry Lewis who is a "Master
Rigger".
Bring your chute along and get it checked by an expert and get it repacked,
under expert supervision.

Luke Carmody, Mt Elliott - photo by Katie Allen
All pilots welcome.
Rolf Damm, Secretary

Western Australia
Howdy Sand gropers, isn't it amazing
how our sport relies on a bit of wind and
that's exactly what shot the Bluff Knoll
Classic. A bit of wind called Cyclone
Vincent. So now results will not make
this issue. While on the subject we must
congratulate Grant Tatham and Rob
Bernadez for placing 2nd and 7th in the
New Zealand Nationals. Well done
from all of us. The next state comp is
now to be held in the Dalwallinu area for
the 4 days over Easter.
The last exec committee meeting, after
thrashing out those comp details, were
able to confirm the box on Ashley's
property for Bakewell access. We need
to record the name of every person
driving up to take off and there's an
honour box for $2 per pilot to help with
maintenance. Also from the committee
we have aligned the AGM with the financial year so that meeting is scheduled
for Tuesday 3rd July 1990. Please put
a big hang glider sticker on that day on
your calendars. Remember that our
meetings start at 7.30 pm so get there
early to order food and drinks and have
a chat.
Nowa request to all our new pilots. We
are chasing all feedback, both positive
and negative, about your experiences
gained while learning the sport. It will

greatly help our club and schools t(
constantly improve the product, S(
please put pen to paper to help us heir
you.
I have some good news to report or
Conto Springs. CALM have given us c
special track from the road to take of
and a flat limestone pad to set up on
This is being built by CALM right noV!
and it is exclusively for hang glidin~
association members. However, there
are conditions to use this site. You have
to notify CALM at Margaret River before
setting up, your name must be on thei!
list which we have supplied and you wil
need to treat the area with extreme
gentleness. Please contact Graharr
McDonald or Keith lush for all of the
directions and conditions for this site. I
we survive our 1 year trial withou
evidence of degradation, we are in fo
good. Those numbers for Graham an<
myself are 3647156 and 3673479.
can't be any more direct - don't let U:
down on this one.
Finally the ring of confidence goes t,
Helmet Schrodel for his wire assists;
take off at Shelleys with dropped win
followed by a bit of nose pop closel
followed by a sharp turn really, reall
close to the face. And finished off wit
a double pike with twist onto the roal
Living proof of what you can do whe
you stay cool.
Hang in there.
Keith Lush
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AIRBORNE WINDSPORTS gives you
Manufactured in Australia
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Mars 170 (Nov) green LE & gold
$1300 ph Joe, Skylimits Sports
Aviation (065) 650042

GTR 162 (lnt) blue LE, white US, flies well,
treated like one of the family $1300 ono ph
Graham (042) 943093

Foil 140B Full Racer (lnt) fluoro
orange LE, fluoro orange &
mauve US gd cond $2500 ph
Toni Noud (02) 5205880 AH,
5591511 BH

Gyro 145 (Nov) blue & white, v gd cond $1495
also
Moyes Pod black suit 1m60-7Ocm $300 also
Helmet small $40 ph Manuela (066) 877311

GTR 162 Comp (Int) yellow LE &
US, white MS, flies well, $850
ono ph (02) 6650760

\\

,

*** FOUND *** one UHF radio
Newcastle area ph Andrew
Wunderlich (049) 714792

NEW SOUTH WALES
Paragllder Edel24 sq mtrs, including harness &
pack. Almost new condition . $2000 Ph Ian
Ladyman (049) 498946.
Mars 170 (Nov) low hrs pink LE & white MS ex
cond $1200 ph Michael (068) 691271
American 'Hang Gliding' magazines 1987,
1988, 1989 all in as new cond $150 ph (02)
6312604
Foil 160B (Int) near new cond, white skrim LE &
TE band, speed bar & fully faired, $1900 ono ph
(049) 487491
AirBorne Trike Rotax 447 engine with AirBorne
prop, tacho, big wheels & fairing ex cond, complete with trailer $4500 also
Trike Wing Moyes GT 170 midofied by AirBorne,
red LE white TE v gd cond $1000 also
AirBorne Trike dual seat Rotax 447 engine with
new Brolga 3 blade prop with tacho, low hrs ex
cond $4000 also
Moyes Missile 180 dk blue LE It blue US white
TE v gd cond $500 ph John (02) 6465944 W,
7968323 H
Ball 651 varia/altimeter ex working order $450
also
GTR 162 (lnt) low hrs in vgc, rainbow US, blue
LE flies beautifully, buying XS $1750 ono ph
Peter (02) 8753149 BH, 9532257 AH
Wanted 150 Mars/160 Gyro II in gd cond , also
harness cocoon or pod to suit 160 em (5'3") ph
Carol (060) 761333
Moyes GTR 162 (Int) one owner v gd cond $1200
ono ph Mark (049) 527235
Paraglide Sale save $$$ on these slightly used
bargains, ea complete with harness & pack Airman RC 9 $1350, Airman RC 11 $1500, Speed
Star 9 Cell $1400 (066) 858459
Moyes XS 155 orange scrim LE, scrim/warp
comb. (picture back page March Skysailor) ex
cond perfect trim $3500 (066) 857854
Foil 160B (Int) all white scrim LE & TE band,
aerofoil everything, the best example of (as new)
possible - not a scratch, not a mark $2200 ono
also

Mission 170 (Nov) blue LE pink
& blue US, ex cond 12 mths old
$2200 ph Gary (02) 6526051
FWD Nissan Pathfinder ST
(PSI-084) 10/88, 32000 km,
bullbar, towbar, sunroof, roof
racks for hang gliding, alarm
and air con $23,900 (047)
353021
Kiss 154 (Int) low airtime, as
new cond , all extras incl race
cloth , pink & green sail $4000
also
Flash harness plate type comp
harness, exc cond , fit 5'4"-5'7",
$500 William (02) 6602309 AH
\
Mission 170 (Nov) low hrs ex
cond blue red & yellow $2200
(
also
NZ Pod Harness & chute &
Aerodyne helmet $530 the lot ph Warren (02)
9055599 W, 9052685 H

i

t,

Paragllder Airman Edel 24 sq metre, pilot
weight 55-75 kg, 4 mths old, ex cond, great for
coastal soaring includes harness $1800 ph Yves
(02) 8883602 AH
Bandit (Nov) as new glider, ex flying for novice
to intermediate pilot, $600 also
2 x apron harnesses with parachutes, 1 small,
1 medium size, $200 ea also
Swift (Int) excel cond, $500 moving OS so must
sell all ph Steve (042) 942404
Moyes GTR WB 151 (Int) dark blue LE, light blue
US, pink & White MS, ultraweave & kevlar TE,
fully faired, 11 mth old, well cared for glider, ex
cond $2900 owner going OS ph Lance (065)
598824 or Lee (065) 569692
Probe II (lnt) + Cocoon + AM Radio (CB) +
battery + recharger + PA chute + helmet to
fit most, ideal first intermediate, would like approx. $950. Is it worth it? You tell me, make an
offer, ph Andrew (047) 571734 H, (02) 9776666

W
Foil 160B (lnt) ex cond must sell $1500 ono ph
Warren (02) 9052615
WANTED .. Poor self employed person going
through rough times. Getting back into sport. I
require Pod, Chute & Instruments. Must be
reasonable cond but cheap! Can anyone up
there help me? ph Bruce (02) 8097933 BH, (047)
587121 AH
Sabre 165 (lnt) dacron, black LE, rainbow US, 20
hrs airtime, aerofoils, ex cond $1200 ph Alan
(042) 942940
Calypso 167 (lnt) green LE, orange US, $2200
ono also
Judy Leden 's Citroen Kiss 154 (lnt) Cross channel glider, red LE, citroen logo US $3000 ph Mark
(042) 674570
GTR 162 Comp VG (Int) yellow LE, yellow US,
gd cond $850 ono also
GTR 148 VG (Int) black LE, blue/light blue US,
gd cond $1200 ono quick contact (02) 6650760
AirBorne Trike big wheels, suspension, brake,
big tank, ultraprop, Rotax 277, single seat, Missile 180 wing, dual purpose box trailer & accessories $4200 ph Brian Silver (02) 525 3787

GTR 162 (Int) ex cond, 1 yr old, f/faired tubes,
s/bar, pink LE, f/green & rainbow US, white TS,
best GTR around only 35 hrs a/time, $1800 ono
ph Glen (02) 9182439 H, 9382855 W
Foil 160B (Int) Red, gold, white, ex cond, good
performer, $1700 ono also
Sabre 177 (Int) later model gd cond $300 also
Afro Varlo digital altimeter & airspeed indicator
gd cond $500 also
Cocoon Harness (2) Suit 5'8" - 5'10" or 5'10" - 6'
all extra compartments for XC, carry bags included $100 ea also
AirBorne Trike Arrow Wing 440cc Robin, 2
seater pod, tach/hour meter, ultraprop &
wooden prop, parachute, v gd cond $6500 ph
(064) 575073
Instruments, Utek VE12 vario with Barigo altimeter, mounted on quick clamp, little used due
to coastal habit, $250 or lean on me a little, ph
Alaric (02) 4762205 evenings
AirBorne Trike Arrow Wing blue & yellow,
Rotax 503 dual seat, big wheels, brake, full instruments, v gd cond, $7000 ono ph (063)
513288 BH, 724668 AH leave message for Russell
Mars 170 (Nov) yellow LE, orange MS, white TE,
red keel pocket, gd cond, flys v well, batten
profile & operation manual $950 ph Dominic (02)
5708356 H, 6380166 x 320 W
Sabre 166 (Int) light blue surfcote, orange LE.
Surfcote is starting to delaminate but is still flyable, a super bargain at only $250 also
Stirrup Harness brand new cond, light grey, $80
contact Peter Hansen (049) 712330
Magic IV 166 (Int) Red LE, rainbow US, 4.4 sail
cloth with spring loaded tips in v gd cond, $1800
ono ph John (02) 6659186
Bandit 170 (Nov) blue, red, orange, gd cond with
apron harness, $750 ono ph (02) 5464176 leave
message
Magic III (lnt) blue LE .white MS, blue & white
striped US, sandwich sail, pitchie, gd fast XC
glider, $1000 ono ph Ben (065) 832591 AH
Magic 155 IV (Int) white,gd cond, $1400ono also
Cocoon harness excell cond $200 also
Parachute unused as new $325 ph John (042)
671169
GTR 162 (lnt) in gd cond, about 5 yrs airtime
though not used for 11 months, great XC glider,
bargai n at 1200 ono ph Nigel Goddard (02)
3985702 AH or 9818257 W
Mega II (Nov) speedbar, excell cond, flys great
$600 ph Nigel (049) 497639
Foil 155 (lnt) Red LE, white sail, red & white
checked US, thicker material on TE to prevent
flutter, gd cond flies AI $1500 ph Barry (065)
837151 after 5pm
Sabre 155 (lnt) Turquoise blue LE, pink & white,
flys great ph (049) 385102
GTR 162 (Int) Gd cond, blue/white sail, checked
over by Moyes factory, manual & batten profile
$1500 also
Ball 652 vario/alt/asl as new $700 also
Moyes Pod Harness suit 5'8" - 6'3" blue with
"high energy" parachute fitted, excell cond $650
also
Hand fairings as new $30 also
Gyro 180 (Nov) v gd cond, rainbow sail with
apron harness & stirrup, helmet & ASI suit beginner $1200 the lot, ph Gerard (02) 302302 H or
2654615W
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GTR 162 (Int) Red LE, white MS, yellow triangle,
v gd cond $1800 contact Cloudbase (048)
834022
Aero 170 (Nov) 50 hrs airtime, gd cond, $2100
also
GTR 162 (Nov) no flutters, new bag, bargain,
$900 ph (02) 4514173 anytime
READ THISI Altair 165 (Nov) Excell cond, 20
mths old, orange/mylar LE, fluoro yellow MS &
white TE, ball tips, outflys any Mars/Gyro, owner
already upgraded & destitute, batten profile,
manual supplied, BARGAIN at $1100 ph Alan
Grant (02) 6812148 AH & (02) 9593422 BH

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Gyro 11160 (Nov) red & white low hrs ex cond ph
Color Sharon (088) 273218
Magic Kiss 154 (Int) the world class glider, a
finely engineered high performance foot
launched aeroplane for only $3800 also
Gorgelt Flight Deck a precise airmass measuring instrument for exacting high performance
XC flight $700 also
Parachutes Australia B.U.S. 4 yrs old never
used or deployed in jest always packed & aired
regularly $350 also
Ball Wrist Varlo a handy well made audio visual
micro varia by the bamous Ball Vario co $380 ph
Dermot Meaney (08) 3403217
GTR 148 (Int) yellow & white suit small person
looking for 1st high performance glider, v gd sink
rate $1200 also
Hummingbird vario + Thommen alt. in faired
pod case $250 also
Moyes cocoon harness red medium ph Claire
(088) 273266
Foil 152C (Int) 60 hrs, all inland, never pranged,
-so incl are 2 spare uprights & 1 LE (Carry 'em &
you won't need 'em) yellow scrim LE, lilac &grey
US, top white, great kite, handles beautifully,
owner going OS only $3500 ph (08) 3863452
Moyes Mission 170 (Nov) dk blue LE & keel
pocket, white sail, speed bar, faired king post &
uprights, this customised Mission is as new only
an hours flying time logged, buy at a huge
saving on new price. $2650 ph Paul (08) 2982823
Vision Eclipse (Nov) low hrs, safe edge faired
uprights spares etc, a lightweight glider with
great thermalling performance, a dream to turn
also
Ball 652 instrument deck (altimeter-airspeedvaria) also
Pod Harness with chute, stirrup harness.
Towing gear (hardly used) hydraulic and electric
tension meters (both need repair) towline etc.
Glider carrying tube. Bargain price $3,500 the
lot. I do not wish to split up. Bill (08) 2702032,
must sell to continue studies.
Mars 170 (Nov) includes harness must sell urgently $950 ono ph 2514496

QUEENSLAND
Moyes Xact Harness yellow & blue, suit 6ft. tall
pilot. $480 Phone Ted (071) 867243
GTR Race (Int) fluoro yellow LE, white & blue US,
gd cond $1900 also
GT 170 (Int) gd cOl)d $600 ph Bill (066) 216655
Aluminium Glider Roof Rack full length gutter
runners with 6 crossbars designed to fit 1980-84
Subaru Wagon but would suit any smaller
wagon. Will handle a dozen gliders! $190 also
Front bracket assembly to bolt to 1980-84 Subaru & front support bar (removable) $50 also
Styrofoam gliders great for kids or at comps $3
incl postage, Pat Purcell Box 933 Gladstone
4680 (079) 721676
GTR 162 Race (Int) gd cond orange LE orange
& white US with spare upright must sell soon
pilot going OS $1900 ono also
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Cocoon harness folds into backpack suit 6'-6'3"
gd cond $100 ph Dave (07) 3941064 AH,
018730156 BH
Skysystems Pod Harness red/rainbow strip
5'8" $250 also
Mars 170 (Nov) red black white exc glider sad to
sell going OS ph David Cookman (071) 498573
after 6pm
GTR 162 Race Prototype (Int) pink LE yellow US
gd cond $1400 ana also
Moyes Cocoon Harness black suit 5'6"-5'8"
$150 also
Realistic ce handheld $120 ph Michael (07)
8321231 H, 3790631 W
GTR we (lnt) red LE, blue & yellow US, ex cond
$2700 ph Chris (075) 574181
XS 154 (lnt) orange &It blue US, all warp & scrim
LE $3500 ph Dave Lamont (079) 461157
Altair 165 (Nov) gd cond $900 ph Steve (075)
531992
Probe 2 (Int) gd cond tight sale spare uprights
$750 ph David (071) 611255
Cocoon harness backpack, blue to suit 5'10" 6' v gd cond $150 ph Chris (075) 369123
Gyro II 180 (Int) red LE, yellow/white US v gd
cond $1300 ph Brenda (07) 8494821
XS 155 (Int) near new white scrim LE, blue MS
warp, kingpost hang (adjustable) $3800 also
XS 155 (Int) 4 mths old blue scrim LE white MS
warp orange & fluoro lemon US $3600 also
162 WB (lnt) grey LE grey & fluoro lemon US
ultraweave TE low hrs $2600 ana also
GTR 175 (Int) flys well red LE, white MS $1200
ana ph Phil or Ken (075) 396030 Gold Coast, ask
for a test fly
Moyes Pod Harness blue with white stripes, Ig
size suit 6' gd cond $200 ph Scott (07) 3492439
" Moyes GTR 162 (Int) white green & yellow vgc

~~~O~!~~~ss open back section $150 also

$600 ph Mark (079) 360426 BH, 273894 AH
WB (Int) 12 mths old, all parallel plus (onion bag)
sail competition glider, s/cote parallel plus LE,
white, IIblue US, flucro green top quarter panel.
ex cond, fully optioned, yours for $3000 WiI!
trade good Mission & Cash also
Centre of Gravity CG1000 full slider harness
18 mths oid exc cond, white c/w rainbow web·
bing. Interior storage pocket, camera pockel
front p/chute container, streamlined flying at a
streamlined price $550 ph Neil 016 782091
anytime for the cost of a local call, leave meso
sage Q.( (07) 2033565 AH
GTR Race 162 (Int) gd cond, blue LE, white US
$2000 ono also
Vision (Nov) gd cond, blue LE, green US $1800
ph Scott (075) 365367 H or 018 755322 mobile
Moyes GTR 162 VG (Int) low hrs, excell cond,
super handling, blue, yellow, white, batten
profile, speed bar, airfoil kingpost, keel aerial
mount (opt). Pilot going O.S. urgent sale $1550
ph Rod (079) 721455 B or 724162 H
Probe 11175 (lnt) v gd cond, complete with US
& intermediate battens. Buy the glider that outflew half of the competition field at the NSW
State Titles/Killarney 1989 (one dayl) excell thermailing machine $650 ph Keith (07) 3526293 H
Realistic CB 5 watt-6 channel handheld c/w mic
& keel mounted ariel $120 ph Ron (07) 8012262
AH or 2771193 BH
Vision 170 (Nov) Beginner to Intermediate
k US VG &
db
glider, fluoro pink LE, blac
,
spee ar,
excell cond, 2 seasons old, $1750 ph Rob (071)
455642 AH or 442366 BH
Wanted UHF 40 channel handheld radio (2 required), prefer TX475 but will buy Uniden, 110M
etc. Will also consider vehicle mounted set.
Also need headset, vehicle charge adaptor & any
other accessories suited to hang gliding, ph Ken
Crowe (077) 213028 AH or 812421 BH

162 we (Int) Grey LE, fluoro pink & green, v low
hrs, excell buy $2700 ana ph Andrew (075)
352745
Fall 170B Kevlar Racer (Int) 5 mths old, 35 hrs
XS 155 (Int) red & white warp & dacron 80 hrs
airtime, has all the extras _skrim LE black, fluoro
S
MS Th' I'd
h
old, like new $3500 also
orange U ,white 4.4oz
.
IS g I er won t e
Foil 170 (lnt) Kevlar Racer (Int) black white
fluoro orange 50 hrs new cond $3300 also
Gillies comp this year & came 10th at Eungella,
save $1000 on new price, just $3300 also
Foil 160 Kevlar Racer (lnt) black red white 15
GTR 162 Race (Int) 20 mths old, ex cond, well
mths old ex cond $2900 also
looked after, has red LE with matching black &
GTR 162 Race (lnt) blue & white new wires all
red US, ultraweave MS, spare upright & base bar,
round 2 yrs old gd cond $2050 also
priced to sell, just $2000 also
GTR 162 (Int) orange yellowr-_ _ _ _ _....:...._ _ _.-;..:...-....;.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--,
white brand new sail & new bag
new cond $1600 also
Probe II VG (Int) red LE rainbo
US + cocoon harness
parachute, this chute is only 6
mths old, the lot $1000 will
seperate also
GTR VG orange LE white M
faired kingpost speed bar gd
cond $900 ana plus
Lindsay Ruddock varia & al
tlmeter 10ft increments audio
up & down barometer incl, main
& reserve battery $480 ph War
wick Gill (070) 537768
Litek varia-altimeter in protective plastic shell,
mountable $450 ph Peter (07) 3434966

Magic IV 166 (lnt) Red LE, pale
blue & yellow US, white MS, 5
hrs since sail & frame detailed
new bolts, zip installed in US
above keel, double mylar in
serts, tight sail, v Iifty glider, too
big for me, manual & profiles
$2000 Graham (07) 2624709
Skysystems Pod Harnes
medium to suit 5'10" imma
cond $350 Dave (07) 2083800
Wedgetall II 160 (Similar to
Mega II) gold with green LE, gd
beginner's glider in v gd cond

's 150 (Nov) Pink LE, Mauve US, white MS, a
looked after 1st lady's glider, has traded up,
(s good & will sell quickly at just $1350.00
I

=t 162 (int) with brand new sail & glider bag ,
orange LE with lime & yellow US, this glider
.lst about new & only $1600, ph Airplay -wick Gill (070) 537768
yes GTR (Int) VG, WB batten profile, WB side
JP wires, WB leading edge sleeves & new Liz
;s mylar pocket, tight sail , looks great $1300,
Bruce (071) 451632

VICTORIA
Uniden Handheld UHF radios as new $400
ph Brian Webb (057) 551753
R 148 (Int) ideal for light weight pilot (less
.n 65 kg) proven performer, s/bar, faired king
3t & downtubes, lemon LE, pale blue & white
, white & yellow US, $1600 neg. also
II 652 instrument pod, airspeed indicator,
'iometer & digital altimeter, volume control ,
al power supply & sink alarm switchable, $600
:l ph Mark Pike (03) 3986268 AH, (03) 6413747
I
II 160B (Int) dk blue LE pink/yellow US 34 hrs
time comes with profile wheels $1700 ono also
anwell Pod with High Energy Chute (3 mths
J) $500 ono ph Kurt (03) 4974913 AH
·iI 160B Racer (Int) 60 hrs imm cond $2000
o also
ro Cirrus 8000 TE vario with airspeed $650 ph
Ive (057) 551 753

us 170 (Nov) red & yellow sail mylar LE inserts
.tten profile manual, para harness incl , gd
nd $1150 ph Benjamin (03) 4895985
rR 162 (Int) Mylar surfcote , red & yellow, flies
ill $900 also
anwell Pod fit 6', helmet & handheld CB ph
3) 5291846

Trike 2 seat Arrow wing with bullet remote
recovery chute $3000 (03) 5849758
GTR 162 VG (Int) RedLE, rainbow US, ex cond,
must sell owner returns OS $1500 ono ph Lee
Wood (057) 551724
GTR 151 WB (Int) light blue LE, yellow & white
US, ultraweave MS only $2500, will take Mission
as trade-in ph Wesley (03) 8983251
GTR 162 VG (Int) faired upright & king post, flies
well $990 also
Cocoon harness with storage compartments &
chute container $90 also
Realistic handheld CB with mic, aerial, nicads
$90 ph Angus (03) 5722568
Ball model 620H dual batteries in a face plate
with a united altime.ter 0-20000 ft (10ft increments) all mounted into a streamlined
fibreglass/kevlar pod, kwikclamp (1 '/8" tube)
with provisions for a Hall ASI $400 ph Ian O'Neill
(03) 2337725 AH
Gryo 180 (Nov) 2 blues & gold , well maintained
& in gd condo $800 ono ph Tony Klemm (052)
441587 or Rob van der Klooster (052) 223019
Single seat Trike with Rotax 277 engine, low hrs,
prof/built anodized frame with balloon tyres.
Moyes Missile wing in excell cond, complete with
trailer & spare prop, $35000no (03) 5849758
Two seat Trike with new Rotax 447 engine, has
done only 10 hrs total running time, Arrow wing
in excell cond , complete & ready to fly with trailer
included, $6500 ph (03) 5849758
GTR 162 VG (Int) red, gold, recent airframe
overhaul + sail retrimmed by Moyes, flies well
$800 also
Mega II minus A-frame & divestick, can repair or
make offer as is, ph Rob (03) 4895182
Cocoon Harness all black, well padded, gd
cond, suit 5'4" - 5'8" $100 ph Ted (051) 275803

Roof Rack front and rear supports for Saab 900,
no drilling required, bolts to existing holes, supports are removable in minutes leaving minimal
parts showing, photos are available for interstate
buyers & shipping can be arranged $250 ph Mike
(03) 6906417 or 016 373868
L1tek Hummingbird Varia model VE-1 0 with dial
& sink alarm $220 ph (03) 5781276 AH or (03)
6665918 BH

ACT
GTR 162 (Int) VB blue & yellow, low airtime
$1500 will accept offers ph Barry Weatherburn
(06) 2587625 H, 2896840 W
XS 155 (Int) pink scrim LE, light blue US, white
warp MS $3800 (5 hrs airtime only) ph Brett
Freebody (062) 957434 H, 488988 W
Trike 532 LC Buzzard, Arrow 2 d/blue LE, l/blue
US, white MS, 37 hrs airtime, IMMACULATE
cond, includes fairing pod , tacho, hr mtr, temp
gauge $10500 ono Brett Freebody (062) 957434
H, 488988 W

WA
Foil Combat 152 (Int) 1.5 hrs airtime $3400 new
price $4400 urgent sale ph Ian (09) 444 2569
GTR 148 (Int) red LE pink yellow white MS white
US ex cond $1550 ph Danny (09) 3873605 AH,
3264867 W

TAS
Suncoast Cocoon Harness in v gd cond +
Realistic CB radio 40 channel (TRC-212) complete with recharg batteries & charger for the low
price of $300. Want more?? I will throw in a 40
channel mobile base station with aerial for the
same incredible low price. Will sell separately,
ph Mark (004) 731104 ext 386 W, ext 373 H

Roof rack front support for Mitsubishi Magna,
removable in minutes, only $50 plus

Notice To All Hang Glider Pilots
A new flying park in the Cudgegong Valley near Mudgee is now open
1

Only 3 f2 drive from the centre of Sydney, we offer accommodation with country home cooked
meals, and flying for all pilots from Student Certificate to Advanced.
The CUDGEGONG HIGHLANDS SOARING CENTRE can cater for all your flying needs
•

Winch Towing - for student certificate to advanced pilots - Courses tailored to your skills

•

Trike Flying - Introductory training flight and instruction can be taken flying from an authorised landing area

•

Thermal and Ridge Soaring - Is conducted most weekends for all soaring pilots on sites up to 1000' high facing all
winds

•

Beginners - When Sydney sits in rain we bask in sunshine and our 200' training slopes face all wind directions. We
can quickly train you to soaring standard

If you're serious to learn, we are serious about teaching you

-he CUDGEGONG HIGHLANDS SOARING CENTRE is run by: Enquiries Ph (063) 736410

SCHOOL OF
HANG GLIDING
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THE SMALL GLIDER WITH THE BIG GLIDE .
.. . STOP PRESS ... PAULINHO COEHLO WINS THE PRE-WORLD HANG GLIDING CHAMPIONSHIP IN BRAZIL FLYING AN XS

